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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Improving outcomes for re�rement fund members in a 
post-covid world: the trend towards an integrated 
approach

John Anderson, Execu�ve: Investments, Products & 
Enablement at Alexander Forbes Financial Services looks into 
the advantages of both the split-service and integrated 
approaches to managing re�rement funds and warns that 
unless focus is placed on adding meaning to employees' or 
members' lives, ge�ng commitment towards achieving 
common goals will be difficult.

Changes to group life insurance: Has the law sacrificed 
fairness outcomes?

Recent changes to the Insurance Act require each life insured 
in this unapproved policy must now complete a nomina�on 
form for this policy. Rowan Burger, Head of Strategy, 
Momentum Investments discusses the cost and complexi�es 
this introduces to these benefits.

The impact of Covid-19 on group life assurance

Dirk Oosthuizen, Head: Research and Development and 
Principal Consultant, and Shaun Howe, Benefit Consultant, at 
Simeka Consultants and Actuaries, take trustees of 
re�rement funds and employers through the implica�ons of 
Covid-19 on group insurance benefits.

The liquida�on process – How long is that piece of string?

There is no room for shortcuts when liquida�ng a re�rement 
fund and all stakeholders' interests must be protected in this 
highly regulated legal process, advise Manja Serfontein and 
Corné Heymans of SNG ARGEN Actuarial Solu�ons, for the 
Re�rement Ma�ers Commi�ee of the Actuarial Society of 
South Africa.

What's up with WhatsApp?

In the re�rement industry, WhatsApp has created avenues 
to increase member engagement, provide informa�on and 
reduce strain on legacy systems such as call centers. 
Hayden Naidoo, The Benefits Counsellor, looks into the 
recent WhatsApp privacy storm.

INVESTMENTS

Reg 28 Amendments: �mely given the need for 
economic growth post-covid 

Na�onal Treasury's proposal to amend Regula�on 28 to 
allow investment in infrastructure within the various asset 
categories is a step in the right direc�on, according to 
Malusi Ndlovu, Director of Large Enterprises at Old Mutual 
Corporate.

Considering infrastructure in a Regula�on 28 compliant 
por�olio

Carolyn Rath,  CFA, Senior Investment Consultant, 
Mentanova, considers five factors when inves�ng in 
infrastructure.

Mul�-management: taking the hassle out of inves�ng

Riccardo Fontanella, Head of Technical Marke�ng, Alexander 
Forbes Investments, highlights a few key areas where mul�-
managed por�olio solu�ons can help fiduciaries address 
investment-related risks, pressures and challenges and, at 
the same �me, allow fiduciaries to spend more �me 
promo�ng improved outcomes for their members.

What 73 years of mul�-asset inves�ng has taught us

Ugo Montrucchio, Head of Mul�-Asset Investments, 
Schroders Europe, looks at the seven lessons learned over 
the last 73 years of mul�-asset inves�ng and how these relate 
to what we can expect looking forward.

Risk management's reward: be�er alignment between 
fund managers and their clients

Clear and thorough communica�on around risk is an integral 
part of the arrangement between clients and fund managers, 
says Narayan Vyas, Risk Analyst at Ninety One.

Will consolida�on of black asset managers challenge the 
large incumbent asset managers?

Mark Davids, Motswedi Emerging Manager Strategists, talks 
through why consolida�on may present a clear way for 
emerging asset managers to grow their businesses to higher 
levels of compe��veness and sustainability among the 
incumbent large asset managers. 

Collabora�on is key in solving for effec�ve stewardship to 
drive impac�ul change

Robert Lewenson, Head of ESG Engagement at Old Mutual 
Investment Group, discusses how collabora�on is vital to 
strengthen the likelihood of a global standardised 
stewardship framework focused on impac�ul outcomes.

Not your grandfather's Fed…
Dr Michael P. Strea�ield, Senior Quan�ta�ve Strategist at 
STANLIB has paid close a�en�on to the US Federal Reserve's 
behaviour and sets out the profound changes observed post-
pandemic.
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STOCK-TAKE

Emerging market exchanges and the rise of retail 
inves�ng 

Suhail Suleman, from Corona�on Fund Managers 
highlights a few emerging market exchanges and briefly 
touches on how retail inves�ng is impac�ng their business.

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING

The single most important financial decision anybody 
will ever make!

We haven't grasped sufficiently well enough the huge 
responsibility we have as an industry to make every effort to 
steer members in the right direc�on and prevent them from 
making the wrong long term decisions with their funds, 
asserts Karen Wentzel FIA, FASSA, CFP®, Head of Annui�es, 
Sanlam Corporate.

Divorce and your re�rement savings

Jaya Leibowitz, senior legal adviser at Allan Gray discusses 
how a life changing event like divorce may impact your 
re�rement savings. 

Whether you have a lot of capital or a li�le - it's a good 
�me to invest in property 

Momentum Financial Adviser Ernest Zamisa says that a 
number of favourable economic factors have led to a rise in 
property investment opportuni�es.

Five trends that will influence post-pandemic business 
strategy 

David Shapiro, Chief Global Equity Strategist; Sasfin Wealth, 
looks at how business strategies need to change now that 
we're closer to the end of the pandemic than we are to the 
beginning. 

INDUSTRY UPDATE

In the news

Fairheads leadership transi�on
Ethan Dube, Chairman of Fairheads Benefit Services, 
welcomes the new CEO and CFO, as the previous incumbents 
re�re.

Taquanta acquires Ngwedi Investment Managers for 
strategic consolida�on
Taquanta acquires the en�re issued share  capital of Ngwedi 
Investment Managers (NIM) in a transac�on that fosters 
strategic transforma�on and consolida�on in the South 
African black-owned asset manager domain.

Leading industry body will be harnessing thought 
leaders to find prac�cal solu�ons to cri�cal issues 
plaguing South Africa

The Covid-19 pandemic has put a spotlight on the need for 
posi�ve change in our country. Geraldine Fowler, President of 
the Ins�tute of Re�rement Funds Africa (IRFA), shares details 

 on IRFA's online Thought Leadership Imbizo on 1 June 2021, 
which will look into how the re�rement sector could bring 
meaningful and prac�cal change.

The roller coaster year con�nues

A�er a busy start to 2021, Lelané Bezuidenhout CFP®, the CEO 
of the Financial Planning Ins�tute reflects on the year's 
achievements so far and looks ahead to what the rest of the 
year has to offer.

Statutory management of security sector fund fails to 
improve employer compliance

Muvhango Lukhaimane, Pension Funds Adjudicator, rules 
against an employer for failing to pay over contribu�ons to a 
provident fund a�er deduc�ng these from a member.

LEGAL ROUND-UP

A legal update for re�rement funds

Leanne van Wyk, Director, ICTS Legal Services (Pty) Ltd looks 
into recent updates on the withholding benefits under 
sec�on 37D, compulsory annui�sa�on and withdrawals from 
re�rement funds as well as updates on POPIA dealing with 
informa�on officers and the processing events where prior 
authorisa�on should be obtained from the Informa�on 
Regulator.

TRUSTEE TUTOR

Issue 6 – The role players involved in your fund 
investments

MOVING UP

This edi�on of Moving Up  features:

Ÿ Sumendren Naidoo, Head of Sygnia Umbrella 
Re�rement Funds Consul�ng

Ÿ Ridwaan Kajee, Private Market Investments, 27 Four 
Holdings

Ÿ Kinola Pather, Head of Strategic Marke�ng, NMG
Ÿ Raazia Ganie, Head of Investments, NMG
Ÿ Naseerah Sayed, Prac�ce Manager Retail Division, 
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Contact us today to discuss how you can share in the success of the EBnet 
pla�orm on 082 457 1833, or email info@ebnet.co.za or visit our website 

www.ebnet.co.za.

South Africa’s only predominantly re�rement industry (ins�tu�onal focused) digital media 
pla�orm, providing daily informa�on to re�rement fund PO's and Trustees to assist them 
in the execu�on of their fiduciary role. An invaluable knowledge portal to advisers and 
consultants to re�rement funds and members to improve their level of knowledge.

 

Social media is the 
fuel that ignites your 
content.

®

EBnet's digital pla�orms reach out to over 350,000 
individuals via our affinity groups on LinkedIn and Twi�er
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David Weil, CEO ICTS Group of Companies
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WEALTH 

As I reflect on what will soon be the first half of 2021, I am struck not only by how much has changed but also how 

quickly changes seem to be coming at us.

The legal and regulatory landscape is very different to where it was only 12 short months ago.  It seems no area of 

our industry has been spared from some sort of change.  Notable are the compulsory annui�sa�on of provident 

funds, the looming implementa�on deadline of the Protec�on of Personal Informa�on Act (POPIA), what the 

changes to the Insurance Act mean to unapproved group insurance benefits and considera�ons currently 

underway on Regula�on 28.  These changes compound into a mul�tude of ripples that reach every corner of our 

landscape.

I'm sure I'm not alone when I admit to a feeling of quiet surprise as I noted the one-year anniversary of the great 

lockdown.  Changes to work pa�erns and ways of work are no longer “temporary” but becoming entrenched 

into our daily rou�nes and even our mindsets.  Asynchronous work and communica�on have become the 

buzzwords of the beginning of this decade. The ability to schedule our work over �mes that are most suitable to 

us represents a flexibility and convenience we've never experienced before. And with it comes a new skill set and 

discipline required to manage ourselves, those around us and the processes to delivering to work outcomes. For 

some, the personal management of work life balance is very difficult.

Business has also been changed forever, and the future is certainly not what it used to be.  The “new normal” has 

made way for the “never normal”. It seems that the most successful will be those who are able to demonstrate 

the agility to deal with unexpected and unpredictable changes.  The concept of “never normal” frames our 

minds to be open to changing the way we think. And �me to think and reflect is becoming a key priority.  The 

moment you acknowledge the never normal, you free yourself up to think crea�vely about your business and 

about the industry and opportuni�es out there. 

The seasons have changed and will keep changing, and the only choice one has is to adapt, keep learning and 

keep looking for new opportuni�es to stay relevant. The never normal represents a fundamental shi� in society 

and business and it's here … ready or not.

I trust you find this issue thought provoking, un�l the next �me, keep safe. 





Life has changed. The world of work too.

The Covid-19 pandemic is not like anything we've experienced. It has 
affected us all, but it also has affected some more than others. The 
world has changed and with it, a new landscape of work and way of 

living. Places of work, our roles and rela�onships, our health and well-being, and our 
futures have all shi�ed.

For employees, the change has brought about unexpected financial, personal and health pressures. A recent 
TransUnion study found that almost everyone surveyed was experiencing some financial pressure and that most 
people saw themselves struggling financially. It is clear that real day-to-day needs such as emergency savings, housing 
and transporta�on demands, educa�on and health requirements will be compe�ng more than ever for a share of 
employees' wallets.

For employers, the change has brought about a much bigger focus on the need to transform their organisa�ons in a 
post-Covid world, using their resources and employees to propel them into the future. How employers manage and 
care for their employees' well-being needs will define their compe��ve edge for siding with produc�ve employees, 
a�rac�ng talent, driving strategic value and growing their businesses.

For re�rement funds, a post-Covid world has called upon fiduciaries to deliver more meaning and be�er value by 
offering employee benefits that ma�er in addressing the financial and personal well-being pressures of today's unique 
environment. Accommoda�ng members' real and immediate day-to-day needs with long term savings will be key to 
defusing tensions around compulsory long term savings that support re�rement readiness.

From whichever perspec�ve you look at it, the future world of work has set in mo�on an important need to focus on 
people. Unless focus is placed on adding meaning to employees' or members' lives, ge�ng commitment towards 
achieving common goals will be difficult.

It is �me to connect the dots

Employees are facing a myriad real �me pressures now, which are affec�ng confidence levels in their work, life and 
re�rement readiness. If the real value of an employer sponsored re�rement fund is measured by the success of 
mee�ng members' needs, then fiduciaries of these employer sponsored re�rement funds will be increasingly being 
called upon to shape a be�er future re�rement whilst accommoda�ng today's working and life experiences.

John Anderson, Execu�ve: Investments, Products & Enablement, Alexander Forbes

Improving outcomes for 
retirement fund members 
in a post-covid world: the trend 
towards an integrated approach

Andrew Crawford, CEO of Seshego Benefit Consulting, a Citadel Holdings company
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For example, there is no point in focusing on helping employees save more towards re�rement if you cannot help 
them address the funding demands over their personal life�me. There is no point in offering employee benefits if 
employees view the status quo of undifferen�ated benefits as mandatory grudge purchases void of fulfilling 
immediate needs that ma�er most to them. Similarly, there is no point in focusing on the investment returns that 
your investment strategies can offer employees if you cannot help them preserve their wealth and make the right 
financial choices along the journey.

Poor re�rement outcomes are an ailment of not fully understanding and tackling the real stresses employees are 
faced with in their everyday working and life experiences.

A lesson from medical centres

Medical centres have become a powerful addi�on to the suite of medical care op�ons. What has made them so 
successful at changing community level health is that they have facilitated access to various components of everyday 
healthcare, all through one convenient touchpoint.

You have access to your GP, specialist physicians, various tes�ng labs (X-ray, CAT scan, blood tests) and a pharmacy that 
will fill your prescrip�on right there and then.

The point is, by making it easy for individuals to exercise each step in the process of addressing a physical ailment or 
pursuing proac�ve healthcare, the success rate for community healthcare increased exponen�ally.

We believe re�rement funds should work on a similar model

There is ongoing debate around the service models best placed at helping fiduciaries of employer sponsored 
re�rement funds deliver be�er outcomes for members. In split-service models, different service providers render a 
specific service. In integrated service models, a single, mul�-networked provider renders core servicing func�ons.

Like medical centres, we believe that in order to move the dial towards be�er re�rement outcomes, re�rement funds 
require a more holis�c prescrip�on. Employees need more than just a re�rement fund and re�rement funds need to 
mean more than just a pension. This demands that fiduciaries think differently about short term and long term 
funding needs. They need to recognise that managing these two impera�ves simultaneously, as part of a more 
holis�c, integrated financial well-being programme, can be tremendously beneficial in driving maximum value.

The fragmented nature of split-service models has become so complex that it is quite likely that what employees 
really need might be falling through the cracks. Too many decision makers in employee benefits delivery and 
uncoordinated service providers (o�en in opposi�on to each other) have perpetuated a sub-op�mal framework in 
trying to accommodate both short term and long term savings.

Fortunately, bridging the gap between employees' short term and long term funding is more feasible than you might 
think. An integrated approach can help re�rement funds expand the funding environment beyond just long term 
savings. It could help employers and fiduciaries deal with two of their greatest challenges:

• Ge�ng their employees to see real value in their employee benefit programmes.
• Helping employees genuinely address their life�me savings needs in a more cost effec�ve and structured 

framework.

An integrated approach can help employers and fiduciaries get the most out of their employee benefits and 
employees make the most of their financial futures by:

• Making it easy for employees to access various components of everyday financial well-being,
• Prescribing the right remedial ac�on, and
• Offering fully portable solu�ons in each step of the process leading up to re�rement.

When you start to look holis�cally at the re�rement problem and begin to connect the dots, advice-led solu�ons can 
really take shape meaningfully to make it much more likely that employees and their families will meet their life�me 
goals.

Improving outcomes for retirement fund members in a post-covid world: the trend towards an integrated approach
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Case in point: Achieving good returns on re�rement savings whilst saving during 
employment

Below we have analysed the net returns over the 10 year period to 31 December 2020 for various growth por�olios 
used to accumulate savings before re�rement. The analysis was based on available informa�on on large re�rement 
funds using a split-service approach. This was then compared to the average re�rement fund (as measured by the 

TM
Alexander Forbes Global Large Manager Watch  median returns), as well as an integrated mul�-manager approach 
as represented by the Alexander Forbes Investments Performer por�olio.

Source: Alexander Forbes analysis, December 2020

We also analyse the risk and returns for the 3 year period where the informa�on was available.

Source: Alexander Forbes analysis, December 2020

Both approaches have fared well across all �me periods compared to the Alexander Forbes Global Large 
TM

Manager Watch  median returns. However, the returns across all periods over the 10 year period show that the 

integrated approach consistently outperforms the split-service approach, and at lower risk according to more 

recent informa�on.

Improving outcomes for retirement fund members in a post-covid world: the trend towards an integrated approach
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An integrated approach ensures that the following areas are addressed more effec�vely:

• The increasing complexity of the investment market and the need to respond to these changes more 
quickly.

• The increasing specialisa�on in specific areas such as private markets, infrastructure and incorpora�ng ESG 
into investment processes.

• The need for pooling assets for liquidity purposes and to reduce overall transac�on costs.
• The associated skillsets needed to research the various areas in the market.
• Accountability for the end outcome and removing the risk of different providers blaming each other when 

things go wrong.
• The ability to more quickly adapt to any regulatory changes and changes requiring quick decision making to 

respond to developments in the market.
• The ability to more make quicker decisions and implement them in response to developments at asset 

managers.

We therefore expect that an integrated approach will con�nue to provide higher returns at lower risk whilst 
providing an impact and doing good. This approach helps trustees and employers simplify how they run their 
arrangements, reducing the �me and effort they spend on complex investment issues and allowing them to focus on 
other strategic areas to improve member outcomes.

Case in point: Ensuring efficient and secure administra�on is cri�cal for a good outcome

The recent Covid-19 pandemic has shown the importance of ensuring that systems can withstand shocks. This 
requires integrity of systems and full ongoing alignment between assets and liabili�es.

Three key opera�onal components need to be in place in re�rement funds to ensure sound administra�on of 
members' re�rement savings:

• A member record administra�on system that can accommodate daily unit prices.
• An investment administra�on pla�orm that can calculate daily unit prices.
• An ongoing monitoring framework to ensure that a fund's underlying assets (as reflected by the investment 

administra�on pla�orm) matches its liabili�es (as reflected by the member record administra�on system)

Why should the member and investment administra�on systems be integrated?

• With the member and investment administra�on systems being compa�ble, reconcilia�ons of 
transac�ons between them can be done on a real �me basis, significantly reducing the risks of any 
mismatching between these two systems and enabling transparent repor�ng.

• All systems are appropriately amended in unison where regula�ons change, such as the default 
regula�ons introducing default preserva�on and annuity strategies.

• The �me lag is reduced between when unit prices are calculated and when those unit prices are applied to 
member records.

Improving outcomes for retirement fund members in a post-covid world: the trend towards an integrated approach

Asset managers Investment administra�on Member administra�on

Enhanced
Financial
Analy�cs

Por�olio
valua�ons

Unit prices

Unit prices Unit prices
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• All checks between assets and liabili�es factor in any changes or enhancements across either the member 
administra�on or investment administra�on systems.

• There is accountability for errors. Where mul�ple providers are appointed, errors may prompt providers to 
blame each other rather than pu�ng members in the posi�on they should have been.

One fine-tuned and orchestrated framework

The examples used above shine a light on how the interconnectedness and strategic-sync of various businesses can 
unlock value for employer sponsored re�rement funds. Key to the success and advantage of an integrated model is 
leveraging a holis�c offering that embodies collec�ve wisdom, insights and exper�se, all of which are focused 
towards achieving be�er outcomes. Everything is intertwined and nothing func�ons as well as when all of the pieces 
are working together to help clients address their needs and improve outcomes, simply and cost effec�vely. Overall, 
the appropriateness of a split-service or integrated approach should be based on which approach best connects the 
right network of advice to the solu�ons and services that help shape a be�er re�rement by tackling the real stresses 
employees are faced with in their everyday working and life experiences today. 

Improving outcomes for retirement fund members in a post-covid world: the trend towards an integrated approach

INVESTMENT CONSULTING
AND TRUSTEE SERVICES

Funds need to listen
to what isn’t being said.

Contact us today to discuss how you can maximise effec�ve communica�on 
strategies for members.

Mandi Roberts on robertsm@icts.co.za 

Taking into account your member demographics, 

literacy levels, geographical distribu�on, and 

preferences and cura�ng a communica�on strategy 

around that is as important as evalua�ng your 

success levels. Are you paying a�en�on to non-

reac�ve communica�on from members?  

 



New requirements for unapproved group 
life insurance products can erode some of 
the cost benefits of these arrangements. 

Group life insurance refers to insurance provided to 
groups, normally employers, and is o�en provided 
alongside a re�rement fund in an employee benefit 
programme (unapproved). Each life insured in this 
unapproved policy must now complete a nomina�on 
form for this policy, which adds to the complexity and 
cost.

A clear benefit of a group insurance arrangement is 
that people with poorer health receive cover based 
on the group's average, o�en securing cover when 
they may otherwise be uninsurable on an individual 
basis. As one policy covers many lives, the cost of 
se�ng up the policy, distribu�ng the policy and 
administering it is lower, resul�ng in lower premiums. 
It is therefore clear that there are compelling 
advantages to group insurance arrangements 
because of scale. 

Group life insurance arrangements (or group death 
benefit cover) can either be paid as a re�rement fund 
benefit (referred to as approved death benefit) or be 
paid outside of the fund by an insurer (referred to as 
unapproved benefit). 

Recent changes to the Insurance Act, aiming to treat 
unapproved group benefits as a collec�on of 
individual ones in an a�empt to improve ownership 
and governance, have unfortunately also created 
unintended and adverse consequences for 
employees in unapproved group schemes. These 
changes affect all types of unapproved insurance, 
including educa�on and funeral benefits.

The changes to the defini�ons of 'group' and 'group 
life' in the Insurance Act essen�ally require that the 
insurance benefits are payable to the beneficiary of 
the unapproved life benefit (that is, the employee) 
and not to the policyholder of the unapproved group 
insurance scheme (that is, the employer). In turn, this 
requires that all employees must complete a 
nomina�on of beneficiary form. Absent the 
nomina�on form, or where there is an invalid 
nomina�on form, the unapproved life insurance 
benefit will have to be paid to the deceased 
employee's estate, or even worse, the benefits may 
end up being paid to the Guardians Fund. 

A considerable number of employers have had 
unapproved group life insurance schemes with an 
'employer discre�on'. This discre�on allows the 
benefit to be paid to the employee's dependants as 
deemed equitable by the employer if no valid 
nomina�on has been made by the employee, rather 
than to the estate or Guardians Fund. 

Changes to group life insurance: 
Has the law sacriced fairness outcomes?

Rowan Burger, Head of Strategy, Momentum Investments
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These policies operated on a very similar basis to the 
discre�on exercised by a board of a re�rement fund 
under sec�on 37C of the Pension Funds Act. 

If no nomina�on is made and the benefit must be paid 
to the estate it will create addi�onal costs within the 
estate, especially the legal costs of winding up the 
deceased estate, and may delay the process of the 
deceased's beneficiaries receiving the proceeds. 

In prac�ce, many (probably most) employees in 
group schemes fail to complete (and update) 
nomina�on forms because: 

• Employees o�en do not understand the 

difference between insurance (especially 

approved compared to unapproved) and pension 

savings benefits, thus the need for two separate 

forms will be confusing.

• Beneficiary nomina�ons tend not to be updated, 

even a�er significant changes in their lives, such 

as divorce.

• Dependants are o�en not recorded to keep their 

existence private.

• Employees some�mes fail to complete the 

nomina�on forms correctly, for example 

percentages do not add up to 100%.

• A new form was not required every �me the 

underlying insurer changed.

Re�rement funds struggle to collect nomina�on of 

beneficiary forms but the discre�on under sec�on 

37C allows these poten�al deficiencies to be 

corrected. On the face of it, this change to the 

Insurance Act is posi�ve, as any malicious employers 

cannot skim or withhold some of the proceeds. It 

does, however, create administra�ve complexi�es 

and does not address the plight of employees who 

fail to accurately complete or update their 

beneficiary of nomina�on form.

For all unapproved group insurance contracts, a new 

process will need to be implemented requiring that 

nomina�on forms are completed when employees 

join the scheme and whenever the insurance 

company underwri�ng the benefit changes. 

Emerging insurance companies challenging the large 

established players are less likely to have the digital 

capabili�es to efficiently collect nomina�on forms 

and to make sure they are updated regularly. 

Unapproved group risk contracts are renewable every 

year as the insurance premium rate is reviewed based 

on changes to demographics and experience in the 

scheme. When an unfavourable premium rate is 

tendered, it is o�en likely that a market test by the 

adviser leads to a change in the underwriter (product 

provider) of the insurance benefits. This would 

require that everyone covered under the unapproved 

insurance scheme would have to submit new 

nomina�on forms to the new product provider. 

The consequence is far higher costs because of this 

addi�onal administra�ve burden but also as 

employers will be reluctant to move schemes given 

this addi�onal process resul�ng in higher premiums 

as these are not market tested.

The industry already finds itself in the crossfire of 

regula�on. Although we understand and agree with 

the clear impera�ve of the changes to improve 

governance and the protec�on of the beneficiary of 

insurance benefits, as well as the impera�ve of 

financial inclusion and value for money to insurance 

product customers, these changes will certainly lead 

to more expensive insurance cover and further claims 

that the insurance benefit system is expensive, while 

fairness outcomes to the end customer (beneficiary) 

may be compromised. In this regard, we feel that 

allowing for 'employer discre�on' in unapproved life 

insurance policies will without a doubt lead to 

fairness outcomes for the beneficiaries of 

unapproved insurance benefits. We can only imagine 

the pain and cost to beneficiaries of repor�ng 

deceased estates on the death of a member who 

failed to complete a nomina�on form.

It is essen�al that Na�onal Treasury takes the lead 

and sets out a clear vision and objec�ves for the 

pension and insurance system for the next decade so 

the industry can enable fairness outcomes to end 

customers, strong governance, customer value for 

money and transforma�on. 

Changes to group life insurance: Has the law sacriced fairness outcomes?
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A li�le more than a year ago, we were hearing 
rumblings of a virus spreading in Wuhan, a large 
city in China. The Chinese government soon 
locked down this city. The virus then spread to 
Northern Italy and soon therea�er we had our 
first cases in South Africa - and suddenly we also 
had to adapt to a whole new way of living and 
working.

Towards the la�er half of 2020, many of us started to 
hear of somebody we know or loved ones who lost 
their ba�le against the virus. Re�rement funds, and 

the associated employee benefits such as group life 
and disability assurance, are designed to assist 
dependants and families in �mes like this … but how 
will this pandemic affect group life assurance in the 
future?

It is now clear that, in the past year, South Africa 
experienced more deaths than it has been used to, as 
illustrated by the graphic on the right, produced by a 
study group of the SA Medical Research Council. In the 
context of group life assurance, we are looking at lives 
younger than age 60.

The impact of Covid-19 
on group life assurance

South African Weekly Deaths from Natural Causes 1 - 59 years: 29 Dec 2019 - 10 Apr 2021

Source: h�ps://www.samrc.ac.za/reports/report-weekly-deaths-south-africa
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Dirk Oosthuizen, Head: Research and Development and Principal 

Consultant, and Shaun Howe, Benefit Consultant, Simeka 

Consultants and Actuaries



The impact of Covid-19 on group life assurance

Reports from the large SA life assurers are that their group life mortality experience followed the na�onal 
experience shown in the graph above. There are two dis�nct waves of more than expected deaths – the first, in the 
winter of 2020, and then again from November 2020 to January 2021. Therefore, the ques�on is whether this higher 
mortality is a long term trend and how life assurers will react.

A further reference point is provided by Stats SA in their report “Mortality and causes of death in South Africa, 
2017: Findings from death no�fica�on”, which was released on 26 March 2020. The report is based on the death 
records of the Department of Home Affairs as registered on the civil registra�on system. Legisla�on requires all 
deaths to be reported within 72 hours and funerals may not be held without the appropriate documenta�on 
being in place. The documenta�on includes a detailed report by a medical prac��oner on form DHA1663. In rural 
areas, where a medical prac��oner is not available to complete this form, tradi�onal leaders may perform the 
task. The quality of the causes of mortality sta�s�cs depends on the completeness and accuracy of the cer�fied 
death no�fica�on forms. Also worth no�ng is that Stats SA includes all deaths, irrespec�ve of the deceased's 
ci�zenship status, for processing and the analysis of mortality and causes of death informa�on. 

The number of registered deaths in South Africa from all causes steadily increased from 1997 and peaked in 2006 
at 614 412 and has since been in steady decline to 2017. In the 2017 calendar year, the number of deaths in South 
Africa was 446 554 or approximately 8 600 per week – despite an increasing popula�on. An important factor to 
explain this trend was the change in the treatment of HIV/Aids. The number of deaths amongst those younger 
than 60 in 2017 was 246 297 or approximately 4 700 per week. 

It is therefore not unexpected that new viruses temporarily disrupt the downward long term trend in mortality.

Source: Stats SA, P0309.3, Mortality and cause of death in South Africa, 2017: Findings from death no�fica�on h�sp://www.statssa.gov.za/publica�ons/P030932017.pdf 

It is common for life assurers to use various ra�ng factors in determining premium rates for group life assurance 

arrangements – for example, industry, salary, gender, age etc. – and only use limited medical underwri�ng for the 

higher earners. In a quick survey conducted in March 2021 amongst the large group life assurers in South Africa, no 

clear, consistent trend could be iden�fied to establish which industries have been par�cularly hardest hit in terms of 

mortality experience during 2020/21 so far, and the impact of the Covid-19 virus seems to have been felt across the 

board. It is to be expected that older ages are more vulnerable than younger ages.

Figure 3.1: Number of registered deaths by year of death, 1997 - 2017
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The impact of Covid-19 on group life assurance

An interes�ng aspect is that non-natural deaths due to causes such as accidents and violence decreased significantly 
due to the hard lockdown and fewer cars on the roads. As soon as the lockdown intensity was li�ed, the number of 
non-natural deaths increased again. In the period from 1997 to 2017, non-natural deaths as a percentage of total 
deaths fluctuated between 9% and 17% of total deaths in an inconsistent pa�ern. In general, it seems that the non-
natural death percentage of total deaths has been increasing since 2006, though.

Group life assurers are expected to start raising their premium rates in response to the increase in expected mortality 

rates for the period a�er 2020/21, in order to maintain the sustainability of their assurance businesses. It is unlikely that 

reserves to deal with epidemics will last with a sustained increased mortality experience. Employers and the boards 

of management of re�rement funds will then be faced with the economic dilemmas of:

· an increased cost of employment; and/or 

· less saving towards re�rement; and/or

· a reduc�on of death benefits.

It is likely that a combina�on of these measures will be required to deal with increasing premiums. It will be a careful 

balancing act and in some respects difficult to implement, especially as a reduc�on in the defini�on of death benefits 

cons�tutes a change in employment condi�ons.

Group life assurers are similarly concerned about an increase in morbidity on disability benefits. A par�cular concern 

is the psychological impact of lockdowns and working alone at home. Furthermore, the impact of prolonged Covid-19 

(for example, par�al recovery a�er sickness) on disability experience is uncertain. 

The financial impact of Covid-19 on the finances of many individuals and businesses has been severe. It is likely to be 

even more far-reaching for years to come. In such tough �mes, the purpose and perceived value of group assurance 

benefits are even more pronounced. Trustees of re�rement funds and employers, who are responsible for 

maintaining appropriate risk benefits for their employees, have their work cut out.
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Our team of experts provides a full, outsourced death benefit service 

to trustees, in the provision of death benefit distribu�on in terms of 

Sec�on 37c of the Pension Funds Act.

For more informa�on contact:
Robynne Kriek | Manager Death Benefit Distribu�on

+87 702 3800 | kriekr@icts.co.za | www.icts.co.za

Ensuring benefits

are distributed 

equitably



The all-important ques�on that tends to be first on members' lips when it comes to a fund 
liquida�on is always: “How long before I get my money?” Unfortunately, there is no 
simple answer to this seemingly simple ques�on.  

Just like the answer to the ques�on, “How long is a piece of string”, it all depends on the piece of string in ques�on.  
The dura�on of a liquida�on similarly depends on the circumstances of the liquida�on in ques�on and can vary 
between 6 months (in rare cases) to several years.  This is not really an acceptable answer to a member wai�ng for 
his or her benefits.  

The process outlined

To get a be�er understanding of this very unpredictable �meframe, one needs to understand each step in the 
process.  Each of these highly regulated steps must be completed before the Financial Sector Conduct Authority 
(FSCA) can give the go ahead to commence with member payments.  

The respec�ve components of the liquida�on can, broadly speaking, be summarised as follows:

• A liquida�on is triggered by a Trustee resolu�on and an applica�on to the FSCA to place the fund in liquida�on 
and appoint a liquidator.

• Once the FSCA approves the appointment of the liquidator, the liquida�on process is officially kicked off. All 
assets of the fund are then frozen un�l such �me that the FSCA approves any payments.

• The liquidator, together with the Auditors, administrator and/or valuator, then needs to bring all outstanding 
statutory requirements up to date.  This could be, for example, outstanding annual financial statements or 
actuarial valua�ons.

• Therea�er the preliminary liquida�on accounts are prepared and submi�ed to the FSCA for approval to 
adver�se the accounts for public inspec�on.

• Once approval for adver�sement has been given, the accounts must lie open for inspec�on at the relevant 
addresses as specified in the Act for a period of 30 days.

• A�er the inspec�on period has lapsed, stakeholders of the liquida�on have a further 14 days to lodge any 
objec�ons that they may have in wri�ng with the FSCA.

• The FSCA can then, a�er sa�sfying themselves that there were no objec�ons against the proposed liquida�on 
accounts or that all objec�ons have been adequately dealt with by the liquidator, give approval to start with the 
distribu�on of benefits.

• Only then may the liquidator se�le debtors and creditors, and distribute all the benefits in accordance with the 
approved preliminary distribu�on accounts.

• Once all assets and liabili�es have been se�led, the liquidator will close the bank accounts and compile and 
submit the final liquida�on accounts to the FSCA together with a request for the fund to be cancelled.  

The liquidation process – 
How long is that piece of string?

Manja Serfontein & Corné Heymans of SNG ARGEN 

Actuarial Solu�ons, for the Re�rement Ma�ers Commi�ee 

of the Actuarial Society of South Africa
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Each step unpacked

Looking at this summary of the process, it should in theory be possible to get to payment stage within 4 months from 
the appointment of a liquidator.  This perfect world can exist and there have been the odd excep�onal cases where 
this was achieved in prac�ce.  But the devil is in the detail which can, in our experience, cause extensive delays.  To 
understand this detail, one needs to unpack the process a bit further.

Liquidator appointment
There are various factors that can cause delays even at this very first stage of the process.  For example, the 
appointment of the liquidator will be delayed if there are any outstanding regulatory issues, like historic unapproved 
rule amendments or Sec�on 14 transfers that need to be concluded first.  It is o�en a major stumbling block in 
umbrella funds where dormant par�cipa�ng employers were never properly deregistered. 

Statutory requirements
If the last set of annual financial statements were completed more than 6 months prior to the liquida�on date, a 
separate set of financial statements is required as at the liquida�on date.  This step normally takes between 3 to 6 
months depending on whether the statements need to be audited.  This could be even longer if mul�ple sets of 
financials are outstanding.

Any outstanding actuarial valua�ons can cause further delays as these valua�ons can typically only be performed 
once the financial statements have been completed.  These valua�ons normally take about 2 months to complete 
from receipt of all data.  Approval of the valua�ons are further subject to the turn-around �mes at the FSCA, which 
for statutory actuarial valua�ons are 60 days according to their Service Level Commitment with the industry 
(assuming that there are no queries).

In some cases, actuarial valua�ons or reviews will be needed even if it is not a statutory requirement in terms of the 
Act, for example, if:

• the fund is defined benefit in nature; 
• there are reserve accounts for which reconcilia�ons and distribu�on recommenda�ons are required; or
• if the movements in the fund since the last valua�on warrants further inves�ga�on to confirm the financial 

posi�on of the fund.

In the case of an ac�ve fund the Act allows trustees 6 months to finalise annual financial statements and a further 6 
months to submit actuarial valua�ons.  It could therefore take up to 12 months before the liquidator can start with 
liquida�on accounts.

Liquida�on accounts
Once the annual financial statements and actuarial valua�ons (if applicable) have been completed and approved, the 
liquidator is then in a posi�on to compile the preliminary liquida�on accounts.  This could be finalised within a month 
depending on the complexity of the liquida�on and availability of the required data.

Approval of these accounts is a cri�cal step in the process and is therefore also the most unpredictable phase of the 
process.  This is the final opportunity for the FSCA to assess whether the proposed distribu�on of assets complies 
with the fund's rules and the requirements as set out in the Act.  The Authority further needs to be sa�sfied that all 
stakeholders' reasonable expecta�ons are met.

The FSCA's published turnaround �me for liquida�on related ma�ers, including the considera�on of preliminary 
liquida�on accounts, is 30 days.  However, this is not always achievable in prac�ce, especially for the more complex 
cases where there may be many conflic�ng interests to consider.    

The liquidation process – How long is that piece of string?
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Adver�sing
The liquida�on accounts must be made available for public inspec�on which needs to be adver�sed in the 
Government Gaze�e as well as a newspaper circulated in the district in which the registered address of the Fund is 
situated.  The �meframe for this part of the process is rela�vely fixed and takes about 2 months (1 – 2 weeks for 
arranging the adver�sements, 30 day inspec�on period and another 14 day objec�on period).

Payment approval
At the end of the inspec�on and objec�on period the liquidator will request approval from the FSCA to commence 
with the payment of benefits.  This approval is usually given within no more than a couple of weeks, provided that no 
objec�ons have been lodged.

Distribu�on of benefits
There is no set indica�on of how long this process should/can take.  Many funds have an explicit period defined in the 
termina�on sec�on of the rules a�er which unclaimed liquida�on benefits may be transferred to an unclaimed 
benefits fund.  This period is usually 6 months and is also o�en used as a general rule of thumb before transferring 
liquida�on benefits to an unclaimed benefits fund.  

The distribu�on period can be much shorter or can stretch over well more than a year, depending on the number of 
claims received (if any) and the specific circumstances of a fund.  

Final accounts
The liquidator should submit the final liquida�on accounts and cancella�on request within 60 days of comple�ng the 
liquida�on, that is, a�er assets and liabili�es have been reduced to zero.  The FSCA is then expected to approve the 
cancella�on within 30 days of receipt of the final accounts, provided that they are sa�sfied that the liquida�on was 
concluded in accordance with the preliminary accounts as adver�sed.

Unexpected delays

There are several issues that could cause substan�al delays in the liquida�on process.  Some of the more common 
issues that we have encountered in the past include the following:  

• Administra�ve delays in compiling the annual financial statements have proven to be a major setback in the 
liquida�on process in some cases, especially where the fund's affairs were not in order prior to liquida�on.

• The liquidator has a duty to recover any arrear contribu�ons from the employer(s) of a fund.  Any past losses 
suffered by the fund due to maladministra�on must similarly be recovered from the administrator.  Such 
claims can result in lengthy legal ba�les, especially if the employer or administrator is also being liquidated at 
the same �me.  

• The validity of all debtors and creditors must be established when compiling the liquida�on accounts.  In 
some instances, inves�ga�ons need to be done in respect of unknown deposits received, reinsurance claims 
that have not been se�led, etc. which have been carried forward in the fund for many years.

• Monies due to, or receivable from, the South African Revenue Services in respect of Pay-As-You-Earn 
balances can be another contributor to delays.

• Each step in the liquida�on process is subject to approval from the FSCA which makes the total dura�on of 
the liquida�on very dependent on turnaround �mes from the FSCA.  Any queries raised by the FSCA will 
further extend the total period in liquida�on as these queries need to be inves�gated, responded to and 
those responses then need to be considered by the FSCA.

• While objec�ons against the liquida�on accounts are generally few and far between, it can require 
addi�onal �me to assess the validity of any such objec�ons and to resolve it to the complainant's and/or the 
FSCA's sa�sfac�on.  We have had instances where a valid objec�on resulted in amended liquida�on 
accounts wherea�er the inspec�on and objec�on period needed to be repeated.  Even completely invalid 
objec�ons have been known to result in extensive delays since these objec�ons need to be similarly 
assessed to be sure that nobody is prejudiced.

The liquidation process – How long is that piece of string?



• We usually find that the bulk of all benefits are paid within the first month or two a�er permission is granted to 
make benefit payments.  However, the tail end of these benefit payments can o�en be extensive.  For example, 
we have had cases where payment of benefits in terms of divorce orders or death benefit distribu�ons were 
challenged which could add up to a year to the benefit distribu�on process.  Individual members' tax problems 
also o�en prevent the liquidator from making final benefit payments within a reasonable period of �me. 

Best es�mate �me frame

Theore�cally it should take between 6 to 9 months to conclude a liquida�on.  Our own record is to get an almost 8 
000 member fund with more than 80 par�cipa�ng employers to payment stage within less than 4 months!  
However, this is by far the excep�on to the rule and was only possible due to par�cularly close collabora�on 
between trustees, member representa�ves and the FSCA throughout the process.

In our experience, there are only a small number of liquida�ons that reach payment stage within 6 months.  A more 
realis�c �meframe is between 9 months and 12 months and, where there are any complexi�es or unexpected 
delays, it ranges between 1 and 2 years.  

There have unfortunately also been liquida�ons that took more than a decade to conclude as a result of very specific 
circumstances.

How to shorten the string

The trustees could further contribute to shortening the �meframes by bringing the fund's affairs in order before the 
liquidator is appointed.

Once in liquida�on, the onus is on the liquidator to ensure that each step of the process is completed as efficiently as 
possible.  Appointment of an experienced liquidator, who may be able to proac�vely address poten�al pi�alls and 
delays, is key. However, delays that are not in anybody's control are o�en inevitable.  

The liquida�on process is to a large extent dependent on service providers and the Authority.  A liquida�on is 
therefore a team effort and requires each role player's best efforts and commitment to complete the liquida�on in 
the shortest possible �me.  

It is important to note that there is no room for shortcuts and if 
the process needs to be delayed to protect all stakeholders' 
interests, then some pa�ence may be required to achieve the best 
possible outcome for all concerned.

So how long is the liquida�on process?  Much like a piece of string, 
it is as long as it needs to be to serve its purpose!  The sole 
purpose of a liquida�on is to distribute all assets of the fund fairly 
and equitably.  This is unfortunately a highly regulated and o�en 
complex exercise which does take �me to do properly.  

There is therefore no simple answer when members invariably ask 
the simple ques�on “When will I receive my money?”.  The best 
that any liquidator can do is to manage expecta�ons by keeping 
members fully informed of any progress or delays through regular 
transparent communica�on.

The liquidation process – How long is that piece of string?
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What's up with 
WhatsApp?
Hayden Naidoo, The Benefits Counsellor

In the beginning of 2021 WhatsApp released a privacy policy update that sent their over 2 billion user 
popula�on into a spiral. This, along with a media hype, had threatened their posi�on as market leaders 
against other instant messengers. 

This privacy policy was ill explained and thus caused WhatsApp to delay their ini�al deadline for the new policy to the 
15 May 2021. By the �me you read this, the policy might already be implemented without the hype and media storm 
of the early January a�empt.  

WhatsApp have declared that they will not delete accounts who do not accepted their ul�matum, however, these 
users will not have full func�onality of the applica�on. For an unspecified period, users may s�ll receive calls and 
no�fica�ons but will not be able to read or send messages from the app. 

Before the 15 May, users s�ll had the opportunity to accept the changes or download their data and delete the 
associated account. (This is permanent and any user who returns will no longer have their old chat history.)

What's the fuss about?

WhatsApp is owned by Facebook. Facebook, like most social media providers on the internet, require data and 
informa�on about their users to improve their products and services. This informa�on is o�en used to provide 
targeted adver�sements and content designed to keep a user engaged and earn Facebook revenue. 
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Think of your online persona as a digital puzzle but the pieces are sca�ered across your online ac�vity. What you 
watch or read, who you talk to or how you spend your money are all dispersed into the various apps and websites 
that you visit. 

Businesses want to use that informa�on to be�er target their products to you and your network and the more 
complete that puzzle is, the more effec�ve their efforts could be. 

Facebook has used its posi�on as parent company over apps like Instagram and WhatsApp to further build that digital 
puzzle. It is worth no�ng that this is an industry standard – other companies such as Apple and Google are also 
building that puzzle. In 2016, WhatsApp began sharing phone numbers and profile photos in efforts to improve 
friend recommenda�ons and ad targe�ng. 

The problem with the latest privacy update from WhatsApp is that people believe this to be a further invasion of 
privacy. People feared that WhatsApp exposing their informa�on to Facebook could cause a security risk and that 
their personal messages would be exploited for commercial gain and this is the misunderstanding.

Personal messages are end-to-end encrypted on WhatsApp. What this means is that messages between users 
cannot be intercepted or read by any other person or system. Each conversa�on receives a security key that is unique 
to the sender and recipients. This is WhatsApp's main defense against security vulnerabili�es. 

However, WhatsApp also has WhatsApp for Business, which is a commercial tool that allows businesses and users to 
interact with their customers. Messages between a user and a business are also end-to-end encrypted but only 
between the user and the des�na�on specified by the business and may be subject to further privacy policies. 

Digital Change

With digital transforma�on being the hot topic of the modern era, all industries are targe�ng this change. The 
re�rement industry has long been behind the eight ball, however, in recent years, stakeholders have pressed towards 
effec�ve and efficient methods to engage members. This has led to the explora�on of digital channels such as mobile 
and web apps, instant messenger bots, social media communica�on and so forth. 

WhatsApp has thus become a leading channel of communica�on and sa�sfying stakeholders across the board. In the 
re�rement industry, WhatsApp has created avenues to increase member engagement, provide informa�on and 
reduce strain on legacy systems such as call centers. 

Digital innova�on does carry digital risks and security vulnerabili�es. Since the dawn of the internet, scammers and 
fraudsters have exploited technology systems to obtain informa�on and use this for personal gain. In order to protect 
members' privacy and provide secure systems, so�ware developers and firms put in a great deal of effort to prevent 
security vulnerabili�es and it is important to note that these WhatsApp messages are s�ll subject to the strict privacy 
policies upheld by re�rement funds and their intermediaries. The informa�on seen is encrypted and not available to 
Facebook for targeted ads. 

In the a�ermath of the ini�al privacy storm, most users have con�nued to use WhatsApp with only a small por�on 
op�ng for alterna�ve solu�ons like Telegram and Signal. 

WhatsApp has proved to be one of the most effec�ve channels to reach and engage members in the digital 
transforma�on wave. The ease of access has created opportunity to reach members from wherever they are. 
However, the recent dive into privacy and security has had FinTech and financial ins�tu�ons exploring methods to 
improve security to reduce the risk of fraudulent ac�vity.

With WhatsApp users forced to accept the new terms, an exodus to rival pla�orms might happen again. Is this 
perhaps an overreac�on to a tool that has provided opportunity to how re�rement funds interact with members?

What's up with WhatsApp?
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INVESTMENTS





Na�onal Treasury's proposal to amend Regula�on 28 to 
allow investment in infrastructure within the various 
asset categories is a step in the right direc�on, according 
to Malusi Ndlovu, Director of Large Enterprises at Old 
Mutual Corporate.

The proposal, if implemented, would permit overall 
investment in infrastructure across all asset categories 
up to 45% in terms of domes�c exposure and an 
addi�onal 10% in terms of exposure in the rest of Africa.

"This is intended to make it easier for re�rement funds 
to offer members the be�er investment growth and 
improved diversifica�on that come with infrastructure 
investments, par�cularly in the context of low economic 
growth and a shrinking local equity market as seen in 
South Africa," says Ndlovu. 

Trustees remain firmly in the driving seat
He points out that according to the proposal, the 
decision to invest in infrastructure (or not) will remain 
the preroga�ve of the board of trustees. 

"The proposal to amend Regula�on 28 is not the 
prescrip�on of assets. It has nothing to do with the 
controversial proposal that would force re�rement 
funds to invest in specific government-approved 
instruments. This is a relief, as there is ample evidence 
that the previous prescribed assets regime in South 
Africa that existed up un�l the 1980s resulted in 
significant opportunity cost for investors," he says. 

The purpose of Regula�on 28 is rather to protect 
investors against inadequately diversified investment 
por�olios, and ensure that trustees protect investors 
against unnecessary risk.  

The investor benefits from infrastructure  
investments
"Alongside other asset classes like bonds, equi�es and 
property, infrastructure offers members in re�rement 
funds decent diversifica�on, par�cularly in the context 
of the compara�vely small local equity markets. 

"This is because infrastructure assets are less vola�le 
than equi�es and show a lack of correla�on with 
tradi�onal assets like property. Moreover, infrastructure 
can deliver infla�on bea�ng returns over the long run if 
properly structured and managed," says Ndlovu.

He adds: “The great thing about infrastructure is that  
you are physically building something from scratch, 
buying land, buying materials, hiring people who would 
have been unemployed, bringing in different suppliers, 
bringing in professionals, architects, engineers, lawyers 
and others. 

“It really is the very essence of crea�ng economic ac�vity 
when you put up infrastructure assets. Not only that, 
once it's up and running, it makes economic ac�vity 
easier.” This makes it one of the investment themes that 
generate not only good financial returns for investors, 
but also improves society's produc�ve capacity. 

One step of many 
Ndlovu's only reserva�on is that the current proposal is 
not enough to unlock the full investment opportunity 
envisaged in the Minister of Finance's speech.  

"According to McKinsey, Africa is suffering from an 
infrastructure backlog of at least US$70bn per annum, 
represen�ng a significant opportunity for  long term 
investors such as re�rement funds. 

Closing this gap requires a number of aspects in the 
investment ecosystem to further improve – a steady 
flow of well structured investable projects, security of 
revenue for investors, enabling partnership models with 
the public sector, skilled professional advisors to help 
investors navigate the associated risk and enabling state 
involvement, among others. 

"However, I'm op�mis�c that more precise measure-
ment of re�rement funds' current infrastructure 
investments, which is part of the proposal, will raise the 
visibility of this asset class and spur more interest among 
trustees and investment consultants.  

“The proposal is �mely, given the need to s�mulate 
economic growth a�er the 2020 lockdown recession," 
he says.

Reg 28 Amendments: timely given the 
need for economic growth post-covid 

Malusi Ndlovu, Director of Large Enterprises at Old Mutual Corporate

The decision to invest in infrastructure – or not – remains 
up to the board of trustees
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Infrastructure is a big part of our everyday lives and includes 'real assets' that we are all very familiar with, such as 
roads, ports, railways, bridges, and so on. However, investment in infrastructure assets is a less familiar topic as these 
assets are o�en classified as alterna�ve investments and are less commonly seen in por�olios made up of 
predominantly tradi�onal asset classes. 

For the purposes of Regula�on 28, infrastructure is not classified as an asset class in its own right, but rather as an 
investment that is most frequently accessed through unlisted investments like private equity funds or listed 
investments like stocks and bonds. 

Ul�mately, investors will assess a poten�al infrastructure investment like any other investment opportunity in the 
market, so there should be a clear ra�onale and strong investment case for inves�ng in infrastructure. With this in 
mind, some of the key characteris�cs of infrastructure include:

1. Long term �me horizon

The long average life span of infrastructure projects means that these investments typically have a long term 
investment horizon. While private equity funds may exit this type of investment before the end of the asset's life 
span, the average life of an infrastructure asset is many years and liquidity tends to be low. This makes infrastructure 
assets a good prospect for long term investors. 

2. A�rac�ve risk return profile

It is widely believed that infrastructure offers stable and predictable cash flows, given the bond-like characteris�cs of 
this investment. However, one of the biggest challenges that must be faced in considering this type of investment is 
the lack of available data. While empirical evidence is somewhat mixed, the economic use of infrastructure assets 
(inelas�c demand) and the fact that these projects o�en come with a contracted revenue model that will inform the 
pay-off profile over �me suggest that these investments offer some degree of predictability. An example of this is an 
established toll road that has a steady traffic flow profile. The cash flows and revenue from infrastructure are also 
o�en linked to infla�on (such as infla�on-linked rental agreements), offering some degree of protec�on against rising 
costs. 

Considering 
infrastructure in a 

Regulation 28 
compliant portfolio

The dra� amendments to Regula�on 28, which include an increase in the limit 
on investment in domes�c infrastructure across all asset classes to 45%, have 
been welcomed by industry bodies and commentators as Treasury proceeds 
with the consulta�on process. But what is the investment case for inves�ng in 
infrastructure? 

Carolyn Rath, CFA, Senior Investment Consultant, 

Mentanova
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Infrastructure risks meanwhile include risks related to regulatory changes, the behaviour of government contrac�ng 
authori�es, exposure to business cycles, finance risk, as well as risks related to the specific infrastructure project and 
management thereof. 

Understanding these risks is the first step in considering whether or not to pursue an infrastructure investment and 
will depend on factors such as geography, industry sector and the specific infrastructure project. Furthermore, the 
investment vehicle u�lised to access the investment will influence its risk and return profile.

3. Use of leverage 

The cash flow profile and asset backed nature of infrastructure investments mean that these projects are o�en 
financed with high levels of debt. While debt financing is a common characteris�c of infrastructure investments, it 
does present a poten�al risk should the revenue genera�ng abili�es of the infrastructure project not be sufficient to 
cover the cost of that debt. 

4. High barriers to entry

The large scale nature of most infrastructure projects creates high barriers to entry for most investors. However, the 
collec�ve investment of ins�tu�onal investors, such as re�rement funds, can be a major compe��ve advantage in 
this space, facilita�ng access to these large scale projects. 

5. Diversifica�on benefits 

The diversifica�on benefits of infrastructure vary, depending on the type of infrastructure investment. For instance, a 
correla�on analysis since 2001 shows that there is as much as a 90% correla�on (in USD) between the S&P Global 
Infrastructure Index and the MSCI World Index as well as the S&P Global Property Index.  Conversely, an analysis of 
several private market funds available domes�cally shows that unlisted infrastructure has a much lower correla�on 
with tradi�onal assets. This suggests that certain infrastructure investments can offer diversifica�on benefits, which 
can help to improve the risk adjusted return profile of a por�olio.  

While we have highlighted some of the key characteris�cs of infrastructure, it is important to note that these 
characteris�cs will vary depending on the stage that the infrastructure project is in, that is, whether the project is in 
the construc�on stage or fully opera�onal. Furthermore, the project type and investment vehicle u�lised to gain 
access to infrastructure could have a significant bearing on the benefits/risks of this type of investment and inclusion 
should thus be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

U�lising investment managers who have the necessary exper�se and understanding of available infrastructure 
projects, as well as the ability to access these opportuni�es, is therefore key. Diversifica�on within an infrastructure 
por�olio is another important means to limit concentra�on risk in one par�cular infrastructure type or industry.

At this stage, nothing is compelling local ins�tu�onal investors to invest in infrastructure. However, the dra� 
amendments to Regula�on 28 suggest that this is something that the government is priori�sing in the context of 
weak domes�c growth, which has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. This could present investors with 
an exci�ng opportunity to gain greater exposure to infrastructure investments, for the ul�mate benefit of the 
broader economy. However, project specific risks, poli�cal and regulatory risks as well as business risks need to be 
carefully weighed up. 

Finally, inves�ng in infrastructure should be considered within the context of an investor's holis�c por�olio. In other 
words, the investment should be viewed rela�ve to the asset class that the investor would be turning away from in 
order to determine if he/she would be in a be�er posi�on from both a risk and return perspec�ve. This ensures that 
the investor will remain op�mally posi�oned to achieve his/her investment objec�ves.

Considering infrastructure in a Regulation 28 compliant portfolio
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Multi-management: 
taking the hassle 
out of investing

Riccardo Fontanella, Head of Technical Marke�ng, 

Alexander Forbes Investments

We have had the privilege of working with ins�tu�onal clients of different sizes, across different sectors 

and regions, understanding their goals and challenges. Every client is different, with unique 

circumstances, needs and aspira�ons. Yet, through our many conversa�ons with fiduciaries and 

employers, there exists a shared commonality when it comes to managing re�rement savings on behalf 

of members – it is not ge�ng any easier.

The reality is that prudently overseeing re�rement savings is challenging today. The investment industry is shi�ing 

and evolving at warp speed. Fiduciaries need to understand and navigate an increasingly complex landscape on 

behalf of their members. The pressures, challenges and complexi�es brought about by vola�le markets, changing 

regula�on and innova�ve solu�ons have greatly shi�ed the agility and diversifica�on requirements of por�olios and 

their ability to deliver on their objec�ves.

In this environment, fiduciaries are facing increasing pressure to have their members' savings work even harder to 

deliver be�er value. This means that por�olios have had to diversify much more than before to achieve certain risk 

adjusted returns, expanding the capabili�es, �me and exper�se required to manage members' investments. These 

days, building real investment value over the long term makes the fiduciary role a daun�ng one to fulfil.

Many trustees have no�ced a shi� in their commi�ee's fiduciary concerns and have asked for help. Now more than 

ever, we have witnessed a gravita�on toward more support in investment management func�ons from fiduciaries 

where �me, exper�se or cost pressures have become burdensome. Fiduciaries are looking to service providers for a 

more dynamic approach to administering, managing and monitoring their members' investment por�olios 

holis�cally.
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In the pursuit of taking the hassle out of investments, there is a growing interest in mul�-managed investment 

solu�ons across the broader market, globally. This makes sense for a number of reasons:

The choice paradox: too much choice is not always a good thing

Fiduciaries are simply overwhelmed by choice. It is a juggling act and they are increasingly being asked to juggle more 

at the same �me with less. Not having to make difficult decisions is a luxury. What many fiduciaries are seeking is 

“bandwidth” to help them streamline their decision making process – and for good reason. Too much choice and 

complexity can compromise the agility of fiduciary decision making and lead to poor outcomes. For fiduciaries 

tasked with numerous difficult decisions, the answer is not having more op�ons to choose from but rather being 

be�er at choosing.

Mul�-managed por�olio solu�ons can help fiduciaries delegate day-to-day investment decisions to industry experts 

who monitor investments in real �me and take decisions on �me. Decisions are leveraged using the insights and 

exper�se surrounding each core area of investment management and grounded in industry best prac�ce. 

Importantly, streamlining the investment decision making process offers fiduciaries more �me to rededicate their 

commi�ee's focus on influencing be�er financial behaviour and decisions that have a far greater impact on 

members' outcomes.

A tall order: the heavy burden of fiduciary responsibili�es

Posi�vely influencing members' ability to successfully prepare for re�rement is a remarkably noble cause to have – 

with serious responsibili�es a�ached to it. Fiduciaries carry a heavy responsibility for the prudent handling of their 

members' savings, investments and nest eggs.

Today's fiduciaries are required to be gi�ed mul�-taskers – por�olio manager, asset manager researcher, 

administrator, economist, analyst and legal consultant, all wrapped into one. Our experience shows that most 

fiduciaries tasked with mul�ple complex responsibili�es are stretched, o�en while balancing the demands of a full-

�me posi�on elsewhere. Being a fiduciary is a tall order to fill, but fiduciaries don't have to do it alone.

Mul�-managed por�olio solu�ons help lighten the load by making investments easier. When fiduciaries choose to 

invest in a mul�-managed por�olio solu�on, they are in effect onboarding a dedicated industry expert as a co-

fiduciary into their commi�ee. Dedicated investment professionals, opera�onal specialists and legal teams are 

equipped to handle the complexi�es of today's marketplace on a commi�ee's behalf, effec�vely and cost efficiently. 

Ready access to these investment-related services means that fiduciaries spend less �me thinking about how to 

build, manage and monitor por�olios for the future and more �me ensuring their members receive the a�en�on 

they need to adequately plan for their own financial well-being and re�rement.

The governance gap: solving the governance puzzle

Good governance means having the right people, processes and systems in place to successfully manage a 

re�rement fund on behalf of members. It is about how well a commi�ee can respond to unexpected events, 

understand risks and how to manage them, monitor compliance, enhance transparency and op�mise opera�ons.

Multi-management: taking the hassle out of investing
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Fortunately, bridging the governance gap for members is more feasible than one might think. A good governance 

structure around your members' investments is like a jigsaw puzzle. It consists of several pieces – investment 

management, asset alloca�on, manager selec�on, market awareness, regula�on and risk and opera�ons control – 

that need to be joined together to form an integrated governance system.

Mul�-managed por�olio solu�ons can provide fiduciaries with a full suite of high quality governance and risk 

mi�ga�on and management services. Although some fiduciaries are concerned that delega�on to a mul�-managed 

por�olio solu�on would cause them to lose control, the reality is that this move usually helps them broaden and 

strengthen their commi�ee's governance framework. This means that members stand a much be�er chance of 

realising be�er outcomes through funds that are managed to the highest standards.

Managing expecta�ons: the real costs of emo�onal inves�ng

Poor investment decisions undermine good investment returns. Fiduciaries have realised that they need to be doing 

something differently to help members crowd out harmful investment decisions within and across their member 

bases. Previously, the focus has been predominantly on investment performance. However, even the best 

performing investment is constrained by the decisions and ac�ons of its investor. The rate of return earned on 

members' investments is important, but only in the context of keeping them invested and on track to reaching their 

investment objec�ves by not le�ng their emo�ons win over reason.

Mul�-managed por�olio solu�ons aim to manage members' savings and investments in a way that is �ed to 

expecta�ons and comfort levels. The best skills and investment strategies of more than one asset manager, across 

different investments and regions, are carefully blended to produce a smoother return stream rela�ve to other 

market-linked por�olios. This is because the poor performance of one investment is compensated for by the good 

performance of other investments in the mul�-managed por�olio solu�on. If fiduciaries can provide more comfort 

and certainty to their members by keeping their emo�ons in check in the pursuit of their investment objec�ves, then 

they have done their job well.

Mul�-managed por�olio solu�ons provide a unique opportunity for fiduciaries to op�mise the holis�c investment 

management of their investment por�olios. This ar�cle has just highlighted a few key areas where mul�-managed 

por�olio solu�ons can help fiduciaries address investment-related risks, pressures and challenges and, at the same 

�me, allow fiduciaries to spend more �me promo�ng improved outcomes for their members.





Much has changed in financial markets over the last 73 years since Schroders launched its first balanced 
mandate, and there are a number of lessons we can take from past experience that could be helpful in 
naviga�ng the future. 

1) Diversifica�on s�ll ma�ers…

Looking back, history suggests that during periods of low and stable infla�on, a nega�ve correla�on between equi�es 
and bonds exists. The resul�ng low and rela�vely stable interest rates have amplified the diversifying role of bonds in a 
por�olio. 

However, in a world in which infla�on comes back, this role may be challenged. When infla�on is high, history 
suggests there's a posi�ve correla�on between equi�es and bonds. In this environment bonds may struggle to as 
effec�ve diversifiers. Investors will therefore need to think harder about how to go about crea�ng a diversified 
por�olio – they can no longer rely on bonds to diversify equity risk.

2) …as does flexibility in asset alloca�on

Our analysis suggests that during an economic recession or recovery, the dispersion of returns from various asset 
classes increases and asset alloca�on ma�ers more than stock selec�on does. Meanwhile, when an economy is in its 
expansion phase, history tells us that stock selec�on contributes more to returns than asset alloca�on.

This is why we believe there's merit in being flexible with one's investment strategy, varying asset alloca�on 
throughout the economic cycle.  

3) Monetary support likely to give way to fiscal support…

Liquidity has been a major driver of financial market returns, especially over the last 10 years. Prior to the last crisis 
(the global financial crisis of 2007-2009), the US Federal Reserve's balance sheet was fairly stable, but in 2008 it 
started pumping liquidity into the financial system in order to rebuild banks' balance sheets. This fed through into 
financial markets but not into the real economy.

This �me around, with monetary policy accommoda�ve in most of the world, the baton has passed to fiscal policy to 
support ailing economies. We're likely to see this transi�on from monetary expansion to fiscal support play out over 
the next five years. 

What 73 years of 
multi-asset investing 

has taught us

Ugo Montrucchio, Head of Mul�-Asset Investments, Schroders Europe
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What 73 years of multi-asset investing has taught us

4) …this could lead to infla�on further out (although it's too early to tell) 

The combina�on of monetary and fiscal s�mulus could create infla�on. But infla�on is notoriously complicated to 
predict. 

With generous fiscal measures directed at consumers rather than the financial system, we could see infla�onary risks 
increase in the developed world. Especially as this money feeds through to significant consumer spending over the 
next few years. 

But it's too early to predict whether this will happen with any certainty. 

Pre-Covid, the prevailing view was that the global economy was facing secular stagna�on. In other words, poor 
growth and low infla�on as demographics and a technological revolu�on conspired to structurally depress economic 
and price growth. 

These structural forces s�ll exist. The combina�on of these and the transi�on to huge fiscal support means that the 
upside risk to infla�on appears more balanced, in my view.

5) Regula�on and cost pressure here to stay 

Regula�on and cost pressure have characterised the asset management industry over the past decade or so and 
they're not going anywhere any�me soon. 

One aspect of this is the debate about ac�ve versus passive management. 

However, the debate misses the point that there's space for both ac�ve and passive in a por�olio. They are not 
mutually exclusive, and you don't have to pick one over the other. There's a very strong case for using a blend of ac�ve 
and passive.

A passive approach is very effec�ve in providing access to efficient markets such as those in the US, while ac�ve 
managers can add value par�cularly in inefficient markets like emerging markets, credit or distressed debt. 

6) We may be in bubble territory so diversify your exposure

There's also no clear cut answer to the ques�on of whether technological advancement and quan�ta�ve easing have 
inflated markets to bubble territory. In my experience, iden�fying bubbles in stock markets is only possible with the 
benefit of hindsight. A stock market bubble happens when stock prices rise significantly and no longer reflect what 
the company is really worth. 

That said, I do believe we could very well be in a bubble, but it is localised in certain areas of US technology stocks. 
These have been beneficiaries of significant investment but trade at excessive and unsustainable mul�ples. To my 
mind, the bubble is not so much in the large cap technology stocks, the FAAANM (Facebook, Apple, Alphabet, 
Amazon, Ne�lix and Microso�) stocks of this world. While they do trade on expensive valua�ons, they also have a 
long history of producing very strong margins year a�er year. 

Rather I think the bubble could be in the second �er tech stocks which are trading at lo�y valua�ons and whose 
revenue projec�ons are overambi�ous. 

If we strip out technology and the stocks that have been worst hit by global economic shutdowns as per the chart on 
the next page, we can see that valua�ons (represented by the middle green line) are not excessive. Looking at the 
sectors that did badly last year because of the pandemic and didn't par�cipate in the rally we've seen since November 
2020 (in other words. the “shutdown sectors”, dark blue line on the bo�om), valua�ons are s�ll very much 
acceptable. 
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A way to navigate through what may well turn out to be a bubble, is to diversify your exposure and cast your 
inves�ng net as wide as possible.

7) Sustainability will only grow in importance

As investors we will have to tackle important issues like stakeholder management and how we navigate the 
transi�on towards a low carbon economy. 

The below chart shows how people around the world are increasingly becoming aware of ESG risks. It comes from 
the World Economic Forum and shows how since the financial crisis 14 years or so ago, the top five long term risks 
facing society have evolved from being economic in nature to nearly exclusively environmental. 

What 73 years of multi-asset investing has taught us

Have technology and QE inflated bubbles?
Very possibly, the key is to diversify our exposures

Index = 100 at 01/01/2020
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Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. The value of investments and the income from 
them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amounts originally invested.

Source: Minack Advisors, All series are market cap weighted. 24 November 2020
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The percep�on of ESG risk is rapidly increasing
Top 5 global risks in terms of impact

Climate-related issues dominate the top-five long-term risks
Source: World Economic Forum, January 2021
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It's very clear to me from my conversa�ons with clients that people are taking more ac�ve steps to move towards 
more sustainable investment approaches. It's equally clear to me that the scale of the problem we face is immense 
and that it will have profound implica�ons for how we allocate capital in the years to come. 

Important informa�on 
Any reference to sectors/countries/stocks/securi�es are for illustra�ve purposes only and not a recommenda�on to buy or sell any financial 
instrument/securi�es or adopt any investment strategy.

The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accoun�ng, legal or tax advice, or investment recommenda�ons.

Any references to securi�es, sectors, regions and/or countries are for illustra�ve purposes only and is not a recommenda�on to buy and/or sell.

Reliance should not be placed on any views or informa�on in the material when taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions.

The views and opinions contained herein are those of the individuals to whom they are a�ributed and may not necessarily represent views 
expressed or reflected in other Schroders communica�ons, strategies or funds.
The forecasts included are not guaranteed; they are provided only as at the date of issue and should not be relied upon. Our forecasts are based 
on our own assump�ons which may change. We accept no responsibility for any errors of fact or opinion and assume no obliga�on to provide 
you with any changes to our assump�ons or forecasts. Forecasts and assump�ons may be affected by external economic or other factors.

What 73 years of multi-asset investing has taught us
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Risk has always been a primary considera�on for fund managers and their clients. 
However, what each party has in mind when thinking about risk, and how to manage it, 
can be quite divergent. 

Clear and thorough communica�on around risk is therefore an integral part of the arrangement between clients and 
fund managers in order to align the two perspec�ves as much as possible. In the following discussion, we consider 
some of the main aspects of risk from the client's perspec�ve, the dimensions a fund manager can and should 
analyse as part of their risk management framework, and finally conclude with some real world observa�ons.

A key determinant of risk from the client's perspec�ve is the investment benchmark: whether one is specified or 
not, and if so what type of benchmark it is (market index, risk free rate, real return target, etc.). This decision dictates 
whether risk is viewed in an absolute or rela�ve context, which will in turn inform all criteria around risk tolerance 
and acceptable limits the manager will be required to abide by. Consequently, it is important that the benchmark 
choice is consistent with the type of por�olio concerned, the investment strategy, and the return target. Once this is 
in place, a�en�on can be turned to the corresponding parameters of the investment management agreement. This 
can entail anything from limits on total risk, maximum posi�on sizes on both an individual instrument level and 
sector or subsector level, to quan�fying devia�on in posi�oning from the benchmark and limi�ng that. However, 
viewing the dogma�c process of monitoring a por�olio against a list of risk limits as the risk management process in 
its en�rety is misguided as it disregards the nuance and judgement that is inherent in true risk management.

Risk management's 
reward: better alignment 
between fund managers 

and their clients
Narayan Vyas, Risk Analyst, Ninety One 
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Risk management's reward: better alignment between fund managers and their clients

From the por�olio manager's side of the investment management rela�onship, the many types of risks embedded in 
the various instruments that make up the client por�olio are well known. From events that result in permanent loss of 
capital such as defaults on debt instruments or degrada�on in company values due to changing compe��ve 
dynamics, to more transitory movements like short term market trends, there is much for the manager to contend 
with on an ongoing basis in the quest to deliver on the client's return objec�ve. A fundamental principle underpinning 
financial markets is the posi�ve rela�onship between risk and expected return, meaning that in most cases there are 
risks that must be accepted in order to generate anything higher than a risk free rate of return. These are the risks the 
manager deems appropriate and worth being exposed to, in other words intended risks. One of the most important 
func�ons of risk management is to detect any unintended risks, those that are a side effect of por�olio construc�on 
and not expressly part of the investment process.

There are various techniques available to detect unintended risks. The most straigh�orward of these is simply to be 
aware of what the major contributors to por�olio risk are. In most cases, these should be the instruments that have 
the most poten�al to contribute to the por�olio's return, and that the manager has the most convic�on in, thereby 
jus�fying the risk being taken. On the other side of the spectrum, the manager should similarly be aware of the 
instruments that are reducing or could reduce total risk the most. These instruments may well be the first port of call if 
or when risk needs to be reduced in response to market developments.

Next, the sensi�vity to various market indices or events should be understood in order to give an indica�on of what 
the major determinants of the por�olio's behaviour are. In the case of specific market indices, the beta coefficient is 
an appropriate metric. Most easily thought of as the coefficient of the regression between the por�olio's returns and 
those of a specific index, this metric can be posi�ve or nega�ve and its magnitude indicates the por�olio's sensi�vity 
to the index in ques�on. Another method for evalua�ng por�olio sensi�vity is through scenario analysis or stress 
tes�ng. This entails subjec�ng the current por�olio to an extreme set of market condi�ons that can either be a 
hypothe�cal one devised by the manager or a replica�on of a past period of market vola�lity to get a sense of how the 
por�olio would have behaved in those condi�ons. In both beta and scenario analysis, pre-exis�ng expecta�ons of 
por�olio behaviour can be compared with the results of the analysis and major discrepancies can then be analysed 
further.

An addi�onal aspect for fund managers to consider is that of style risk. History has shown that any investment 
strategy will have periods of underperformance across a full market cycle. The nature of the analy�cs we now have 
access to in the realm of risk management has made it possible to isolate style factors and map these to various 
approaches such as value, growth, momentum, or some hybrid of these. With the increasing availability of this data, it 
is important for managers to understand where they fall in rela�on to the style factors present in their investment 
universe. This can provide objec�ve insight into whether actual posi�oning is consistent with the stated investment 
philosophy that is communicated externally. In addi�on, a manager's style signature provides some indica�on of the 
condi�ons in which their por�olios may be expected to perform above, in line or below benchmark.

Once these risk metrics are implemented, understood and monitored by the manager, the next step is to engage with 
clients on the output. This will go a long way to demonstra�ng the manager's commitment to understanding and 
managing risk in a formalised and professional manner. This is not to oversimplify the nature of the subject ma�er, 
however. Because risk management is done in the face of uncertainty, judgement will always play a significant role in 
how output is used. Risk management tools typically make use of sta�s�cal models that rely on historical data to 
generate risk es�mates, and we know that the past does not always resemble the future. It is important to remember 
that risk management is not an a�empt to predict the future; rather it is the process by which important risks are 
iden�fied and quan�fied before the fact so that both client and manager can build a picture of how the por�olio 
might react to future market condi�ons.

All of this means there is unfortunately no quick and easy solu�on to ensure risk is managed at all �mes. No amount of 
box �cking and sweeping regula�on can eliminate the probability of unexpected losses when the next market crisis 
hits. However, an investor with well thought out objec�ves and a clear idea of their risk tolerance contrac�ng an 
investment manager with a rigorous and formalised risk management process together stand a much be�er chance 
of agreeing on the correct set of investment objec�ves to begin with, and then maximising the probability of reaching 
them, regardless of the market condi�ons they may encounter. This is the basis of a mutually beneficial investment 
management rela�onship and is the type all industry par�cipants should strive for to contribute to a healthy and 
robust investment industry. 





Mark Davids, Motswedi Emerging Manager Strategists

Will consolidation 
of black asset 

managers challenge 
the large incumbent 

asset managers?

In this ar�cle we discuss how smart 
consolida�on may be the solu�on for many 
black owned and managed businesses to 
becoming significant compe�tors to the large 
incumbent mainstream asset managers. You 
may well be aware of the acquisi�on of start-
up black owned and managed asset manager 
Ngwedi Investment Managers (R7.7 billion 
AUM) by another majority black owned asset 
manager, Taquanta Asset Managers (R217 
billion AUM). This represents the most 
prominent transac�on in recent memory, 
involving two majority black owned asset 
managers. The ques�on we ask is, is this the 
beginning of more to come? There is a lot to 
be said for strength in coopera�on.

Smart consolida�on in this context 
is a concept which describes the 
co m b i n i n g  o f  a s s et s  u n d e r 
m a n a g e m e n t  ( A U M )  a n d 
complimen�ng skills of asset 
managers to create combined 
mul�-strategy and mul�-skilled 
investment firms, enhancing their 
ability to deliver a diversity of 
investment capabili�es. 

Black asset managers are too fragmented to 
challenge.

It is well known that the value of represent-
a�on of majority black owned asset 
managers had reached approximately R600 
b i l l i o n  b y  m i d - 2 0 1 9  –  s h a re d  b y 
approximately 42 black asset managers. For 
an idea of the scale, Ninety One (previously 
Investec Asset Management) alone had AUM 
of R604 billion at the same date. This is 
rela�ve to the total long term savings and 
investment industry size, available for private 
asset managers to manage, of around R5.5 
trillion excluding the Public Investment 
Corpora�on (PIC) assets. 

The ongoing ques�on industry observers 
have been asking is are there too many small 
black asset managers to meaningfully 
challenge the few large asset managers? It is 
a known fact that these large managers have 
a choke hold on the long term savings and 
investment industry. 
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Will consolidation of black asset managers challenge the large incumbent asset managers?

Forms of consolida�on

We have observed three different types of 
consolida�ons happening in this space. The first being 
a large asset manager acquiring a small asset manager, 
like the Taquanta and Ngwedi transac�on. This type of 
consolida�on sees the acquiring firm being the 
beneficiary of excellent skills which can slot into senior 
and execu�ve level and immediately have an impact 
on the black representa�on at those levels. The 
professionals from the acquired firm tend to be 
happier to park their egos as the size of the pay cheque 
is generally enough to compensate for any loss of �tle. 
For larger asset managers finding black professionals 
with the combina�on of investment and management 
skills is generally more difficult. For them to grow 
these skills internally is virtually impossible as the 
senior management layers in their businesses are 
clogged by non-black management, which generally 
occupy these posi�ons and find skills transfer a 
challenge and, at worse, a threat. 

The second kind of consolida�on is small business to 
small business mergers. An example of this is the Jophi 
Capital (R0.2 billion AUM) and Legacy Africa 
Investment Management (R3.7 billion AUM) merger in 
2019. These transac�ons are much more difficult to 
navigate for the merging en��es and are notorious to 
�e down. In small businesses the personali�es of the 
founders are s�ll very entrenched in the businesses 
and the personal sense of ownership and control is 
strong - o�en they find it much harder to let go of 
aspects of control. 

The rela�ve size of the businesses means that the size 
of the cheques may not be enough to placate the egos 
of the founders when it comes to giving up �tles and 
responsibili�es. A case of “two bulls in one kraal”, 
means that the issue of leadership becomes a thorny 
one. Proac�ve humility in leadership and change 
management become cri�cal aspects in the 
nego�a�ons to ensure the resul�ng organisa�on 
structure and business conduct is op�mal for the 
success of the merged en�ty. 

The third kind of consolida�on is the mergers between 
large asset managers. To put this in context, large 
refers to asset managers between the size of R10 
billion in AUM to beyond R30 billion in AUM. To date, 
we have not seen any consolida�on in this space, 
which in our view is the area where there is the highest 
opportunity for consolida�on. The ins�tu�onalisa�on 
of these businesses would be further down the line, 

hence the sense of giving up ownership control is 
easier managed and the cheque book sizes are big 
enough to manage egos. 

The smart consolida�on of three black asset managers 
in this size category would have the poten�al to create 
a combined majority black owned asset manager the 
likes of which has not been seen before. A force to be 
reckoned with, capable of taking on the larger 
established names in the industry. This en�ty would 
allow the investment professionals to focus their 
energies on investment decisions and allow the 
business professionals to manage the consolida�on 
and growth of the en�ty.

Interes�ngly some of the businesses in this space have 
already given up stakes in their business to outside 
investors (like Rand Merchant Investments – RMI) with 
the aim of growing their business through the glass 
ceilings they collec�vely found themselves under. 
Time will tell whether these decisions will reap the 
rewards expected.

Solu�ons to consolida�on

The biggest challenges facing consolida�on are job 
losses, the fact that a high percentage of mergers 
actually fail and the managing of personali�es is not an 
easy task. Change management can allow for zero job 
losses during consolida�on but will require egos to be 
checked at the door – certainly easier said than done. 
Leaders require humility and vision to lead their teams 
through change.  Having a talented team may be to 
the firm's advantage, but unless these can be 
harnessed to work collec�vely, it is a wasted 
opportunity.  

Perhaps a solu�on lies with incen�vising smart 
consolida�on where larger pension funds encourage 
conversa�ons around consolida�on between 
managers and dangle the proverbial carrot of assets to 
be managed should asset managers successfully come 
together.  This incen�ve can come in the form of 
“smart seeding”, that is, to strategically assist asset 
managers with ge�ng newly created capabili�es off 
the ground in order for these managers to achieve 
product diversifica�on. 

We believe consolida�on as a clear way for emerging 
asset managers to grow their businesses to higher 
levels of compe��veness and sustainability among 
the incumbent large asset managers. 
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At last year's virtual Global ESG Impact Summit one of the panel discussions asked the ques�on: 

“While measurable impact metrics have mostly been standardised and accepted for unlisted 

investments, what about measurable impact outcomes in the listed space?” A�er some discussion, 

the group of panellists agreed there is s�ll much room to develop a global standard rela�ng to 

outcome based stewardship (the term encompassing proxy vo�ng and engagement ac�vity by 

shareholders when it comes to driving ESG factors) within listed investments.

The United Na�ons Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI) ar�cle, “Ac�ve Ownership 2.0” makes the 

case for a vision of an evolved standard in stewardship. It explicitly and ac�vely priori�ses cri�cal systemic goals 

and collec�ve effort aimed at concrete outcomes, rather than processes and ac�vi�es or narrow interests. The 

ar�cle iden�fies three areas of focus: 

1. Outcomes are key, not inputs or processes. 

2. The need for common goals that are not individual, but society and economy wide. 

3. Improved collabora�on, not just with investors and capital allocators, but among communi�es as well. 

Taking into account discussions with colleagues and learnings from the Impact Summit, I'm of the opinion that if 

we truly wish to harness the power of stewardship to drive impac�ul change, then it is necessary for all providers 

of capital (debt or equity, listed or unlisted) to collaborate with each other and engage the investee company in 

order to reach a common goal – be that be�er ESG risk management prac�ses or seeking opportuni�es in the 

green economy.

Collaboration is key in solving 
for effective stewardship 

to drive impactful change

Robert Lewenson, Head of ESG Engagement at Old Mutual Investment Group
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Collaboration is key in solving for effective stewardship to drive impactful change

Shortcomings of the current framework

In my experience, in the post investment decision environment it is rare for capital providers from different asset 

classes to systema�cally share stewardship strategies and work collabora�vely with the borrower/issuer to 

address material ESG risks, even though these risks are held jointly across a number of asset classes. Among 

other things, different approaches to asset classes (such as investment methodology, �me horizon, security 

ranking), are raised as barriers to collabora�on. In addi�on, capital providers remain fearful that collabora�on 

may trigger regulatory repercussions, such as ac�ng in concert or obtaining inside informa�on. Lastly, the simple 

compe��ve environment of the financial system o�en means that capital providers want to hold their cards and 

“know how” of the borrower/issuer very close to their chests. Sharing relevant informa�on with compe�tors 

and some�mes even within different investment divisions is completely discouraged. 

In my opinion, this way of doing things creates a perverse incen�ve for the borrower/issuer/investee company 

to engage with its capital providers differently, whereas the opposite should be true, especially regarding ESG 

issues. 

Crea�ng an environment for collabora�on

In se�ng a global framework for mul�-asset class stewardship to firmly take root, many countries are now 

redra�ing their stewardship codes to include guidelines for different assets classes to work together towards 

stewardship outcomes. In addi�on, many private equity and debt provider investment firms are joining 

interna�onal organisa�ons, like the UNPRI and the Interna�onal Corporate Governance Network (ICGN), with 

stewardship as one of the founding tenets of these organisa�ons. As the mul�-asset class members of these 

organisa�on swell, so too have the so called “impediments” to collabora�on, as described in the previous 

sec�on, been reduced.  

However, to truly transi�on to an evolved standard of stewardship, along with guidelines and regulatory 

simplifica�on, global players like the UNPRI and the ICGN need to play an enabling role by crowding in various 

providers of investment capital using their collabora�on pla�orms and thought leadership to advance specific 

goals. In this way, the outcome is the key factor and any capital provider member of the organisa�on can rally 

behind a specific ESG cause. 

In addi�on to providing the pla�orm for mul�-asset class collabora�on, the UNPRI and ICGN must also ensure 

that all par�cipants follow the rules of engagement with the issuer/borrower in a transparent and equitable 

manner such that all par�cipants are able to dis�l the most material ESG risk and its effect on their investment. 

This may entail a ranking system of those investors who would lead the engagement, those would have the most 

influence on the issuer/borrower and those who would be tracking the engagement process in terms of 

milestones and further review.

These ac�ons, I believe, strengthen the likelihood of a global standardised stewardship framework focused on 

impac�ul outcomes. Ul�mately, though, it is for each capital provider to reflect on the value of its stewardship 

ac�vi�es to be�er the performance of its investment por�olio and ac�ng in its clients' best interests. 
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There is now a focus on unemployment and inclusivity, 
and under a new more liberal Democra�c US 
government, we expect the Fed to worry about 
unemployment first, and then infla�on second. The 
market impact is an increase in vola�lity and a reprise of 
infla�on risk for bonds.

Over the past  decade,  Fed ac�on has been 
predominantly focused on prices and infla�on. This 
changed when it dusted off the longer run goal 
framework (ini�ally dra�ed in 2012) and made 
substan�ve changes on 26 January 2021��.

Phrases such as the following were introduced, showing 
the Fed is clearly concerned about the low level of rates, 
and reminding people of its dual mandate around 
employment and not just infla�on:

“Owing in part to the proximity of interest rates to 
the effec�ve lower bound, the Commi�ee judges 
that downward risks to employment and infla�on 
have increased. The Commi�ee is prepared to 
use its full range of tools to achieve its maximum 
employment and price stability goals.”

In January 2012, the then Fed's chair, Ben Bernanke 
made explicit the previously implicit infla�on target of 
2%, so market par�cipants were able to predict that the 
Fed would raise interest rates when the 2% line was 
crossed. The watershed moment under current Fed 
chair Jerome Powell was the Fed switching from a 
threshold target to one that is assessed on average. 

Notably: 

“In order to anchor longer term infla�on 
expecta�ons at this level, the Commi�ee seeks to 
achieve infla�on that averages 2 percent over 
�me, and therefore judges that, following 
periods when infla�on has been running 
persistently below 2 percent, appropriate 
monetary policy will likely aim to achieve 
infla�on moderately above 2 percent for some 
�me.”

We believe this is a market game changer. Markets will 
struggle to adjust to the more nebulous concept of an 
average infla�on target, especially with an unclear �me 
period for the average calcula�on���. The US economy is 
thus going to run ho�er than in the past. 

Not your 
grandfather's 

Fed…

� The Federal Reserve is the US Central Bank governing the country's monetary policy and interest rates.
�� Fed's 'Statement on Longer-Run Goals and Monetary Policy Strategy' can be found at h�ps://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/fomc_longerrungoals.pdf  
One can see the changes marked up here: h�ps://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/guide-to-changes-in-statement-on-longer-run-goals-monetary-policy-strategy.htm
��� Jerome Powell explicitly said in his August 2020 Jackson Hole speech “In seeking to achieve infla�on that averages 2 percent over �me, we are not tying ourselves to a 
par�cular mathema�cal formula that defines the average.” (h�ps://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/powell20200827a.htm)

Dr Michael P. Strea�ield, Senior Quan�ta�ve Strategist, STANLIB

US stock market capitalisa�on makes up nearly half of the world index. 
Understanding the ac�ons of the US Federal Reserve (Fed), and how its policy 
stance impacts markets, is cri�cal for investors worldwide�. We have paid close 
a�en�on to Fed behaviour and observed a profound change post-pandemic.
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The huge impact on the labour market brought about by the global pandemic and lockdowns has put employment and 
ge�ng the US 'back to work' at centre stage. Janet Yellen, ex-Fed chair and now the more le�ist Democra�c Party's 
Treasury Secretary has voiced her support of pro-employment policies due to her past academic interest in labour 
market hysteresis (the persistence of economic effects). Periods of low unemployment can create other persistent 
posi�ve effects such as raising skills levels, bringing previously side-lined people into the labour force, and raising living 
standards. 

In a post-COVID world, stubbornly high unemployment grimly threatens the reverse - persistent nega�ve effects. 
Despite the eye-watering levels of s�mulus and fiscal support in the US, unemployment has not returned to the 3.9% 
level of December 2019. Although it has fallen from the shutdown peak of 14.8% to 6.2% in March 2021, Powell warns 
that the actual unemployment rate is mises�mated and could be “closer to 10%”. With the current labour market 
distor�ons in play, policymakers clearly remain concerned about these elevated levels.

However, the Fed has taken this one step further and introduced into the Fed goal framework:

“The maximum level of employment is a goal”. broad-based and inclusive 

These are laudable ideals, but risk the Fed ge�ng drawn into the poli�cal goals of the administra�on. Fiscal policy is 
undoubtedly a be�er tool to deal with this than monetary policy. Nevertheless, Jerome Powell has been very vocal on 

iv.
the need to tackle wider social imbalances.  

Powell's speeches have covered improving wage growth in the lower quar�le of workers, tackling inequality by 
monitoring the higher levels of unemployment amongst minori�es like Black African-Americans, and observing 
through labour par�cipa�on rates how less educated (non-college) workers are kept within the workforce.

For example, in  the levels of African-American and Hispanic unemployment are much higher than the 6% rate of total 
US employment.

The Fed's approach to steer the US economy has clearly become more complex. The policymaker shi� of focus from 
Wall Street (investors and the markets) to Main Street (the man in the street) over the next decade is a theme that we 
signalled at the start of 2020.

 

US Black, or African American, and Hispanic Unemployment
U.S. Bureau of  Labor Statistics (BLS). SA. Frequency: Monthly. Last Released: 17/03/2021

Percent

Powell is concerned about uneven expansion. 
In August 2020 the Fed signalled an inclusive 
approach.
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�� Refer to Bloomberg news. For example, 7 March 2021, Powell's dashboard how far US economy has to go on jobs

Not your grandfather's Fed…

Figure 1: Tackling inequality in unemployment
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Impact on markets

This as yet untested Fed reac�on func�on comes at a difficult juncture for markets. Interest rates are close to their 
lowest level in many markets globally as governments are trying to kickstart fragile economies. Rates close to zero 
means tradi�onal behaviour may not work as intended. So, old rules of thumb are out of the window. This is new 
territory for policy makers and investors alike. 

Investors are also unclear about the Fed's reference points. Our premise is that increased US market vola�lity will be a 
consequence of the Fed's policy and behaviour change. Must total unemployment return to the level in December 
2019 of, say, 3.6%, or is a higher rate more likely, given the tremendous structural change created by work from home 
under COVID-19? How much must minority unemployment improve? In the past, these rates have always been higher 
than the total unemployment rate. Is the Fed looking to just get back to the past differen�als, or completely close the 
gap? Or target somewhere in-between? And when does infla�on and not employment retake the focus? None of this 
is known.

Foreseeably, infla�on will dri� higher than expected by the market before the Fed starts to react. High infla�on can 
rapidly get out of control, so should investors be pricing in poten�al policy mistakes?

This is a great concern for bond investors, who are paid set nominal amounts in the future and are exposed to 
unan�cipated infla�on. If we are moving into untested, yet higher, infla�on waters, then it seems ra�onal that bond 
rates must rise (and bond prices tumble) as a new infla�on risk gets 'priced' into markets.

This con�nues to underline the weakness of a 60/40 'passive' bond holding to control risk in a balanced por�olio. 
More comprehensive mul�-strategy approaches, that can draw on other asset classes and strategies, aim to provide 
more diversifica�on and risk mi�ga�on. The Fed's new framework puts investors into new waters, and all we can be 
sure of is some rapids ahead.

Not your grandfather's Fed…
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STOCK-TAKE



The past quarter saw significant a�en�on drawn to retail investors in the developed world and how 
their coordinated ac�vi�es resulted in wild swings in the prices of heavily shorted shares. 

Promising long term growth seen in emerging equity markets

GameStop was the most prominent example of this. In emerging markets, the long term trend of greater retail 
par�cipa�on in several countries off a very low base is something we have highlighted before. We like the business 
models of securi�es exchanges as they tend to dominate trade in their local markets and are akin to a local 
monopoly. If run correctly, they can build significant moats around their respec�ve businesses and earn very high 
returns on capital, while genera�ng cash that is distributed to shareholders. The primary driver of these high returns 
is scale, as the majority of costs are fixed in nature. As volumes increase – either through new lis�ngs or through 
greater turnover (liquidity) of exis�ng lis�ngs – the incremental profits on these volumes tend to fall through to the 
bo�om line. In our coverage list, most exchanges earn EBITDA margins well in excess of 50%. 

Figure 1 shows the margins of four emerging 
market exchanges, as well as selected peers 
in the developed world. Strictly speaking, one 
cannot compare margins between exchanges 
to measure rela�ve efficiency, as their 
offerings differ in terms of securi�es traded 
and ancillary services offered. Yet even in 
highly compe��ve jurisdic�ons like the US 
and Europe, where firms have any number of 
exchanges from which to choose, high 
profitability is the order of the day. In this 
ar�cle, we highlight a few emerging market 
exchanges and briefly touch on how retail 
inves�ng is impac�ng their business.

Emerging 
market 

exchanges 
and the rise 

of retail 
investing 

Suhail Suleman, with contribu�ons from Paul Neethling, Lisa Haakman, Iakovos Mekios and 
Danie Pretorius, Corona�on Fund Managers

Figure 1
MARGIN COMPARISON OF EMERGING MARKET EXCHANGES

B3 (Brazil)   80%

BMV (Mexico)   59%

Moscow Exchange (Russia) 72%

HKEX (Hong Kong)  77%

LSE (UK)    54%

CME (deriva�ves, US)  67%

Nasdaq (US)   55%

Xetra (equi�es only, Germany) 66%

Exchange                                                            EBITDA margin (Fy2020)
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Brazil

B3 is the largest cash, equi�es, 
deriva�ves exchange and depositary 
company in  La�n America.  The 
company enjoys a quasi-monopoly 
posi�on with high barriers to entry, 
leading to strong underlying returns on 
invested capital  and great cash 
genera�on. Margins are geared toward 
increasing volumes on the exchange 
and B3 has undertaken to share the 
upside on increasing volumes with 
customers in the form of reduced 
pricing. By deliberately foregoing some 
pricing power, they have made it more 
difficult to be disrupted. 

A big historical disincen�ve for retail investors to be in the equity markets was the easy money that could be made in 
the fixed-interest market, due to Brazil's very high real interest rates. As interest rates have declined without an 
up�ck in infla�on, retail investors are being en�ced into the capital markets and daily liquidity has improved (see 
Figure 2). 

Moscow Exchange
 
The Moscow Exchange is the largest exchange in Russia and trades the full suite of products, including equi�es, 
bonds, foreign exchange, deriva�ves and commodi�es. As with Brazil and other emerging markets, declining rates in 
Russia have led to a search for yield. Investors can no longer earn a decent yield by holding their assets in cash 
deposits at banking ins�tu�ons, as rates in Russia have declined from a high of 17% in 2014 to just 4.5% today. The 
average bank deposit yields just 2.5%. 

As a result, the country has seen a steady 
flow of assets from bank deposits to the 
markets, but this structural tailwind s�ll 
has a long way to go. Russia's en�re stock 
market capitalisa�on is RUB6 trillion ($78 
billion), in contrast with bank deposits of 
RUB34 trillion ($444 billion). 

Expressed as a percentage of GDP, which 
is the more meaningful metric, Russia's 
ra�o of stock market capitalisa�on to 
GDP is only 5%, compared to over 100% 
in the US. Equity ownership is s�ll 
extremely low in Russia, with most 
Russian investors holding a far greater 
weigh�ng in bonds and other interest 
bearing instruments rela�ve to other 
countries (see Figure 4). 

Emerging market exchanges and the rise of retail investing 

Figure 2
B3 ANNUAL VOLUMES VS. BRAZIL TARGET POLICY RATE (SELIC)

Figure 4
BREAKDOWN OF ASSET CLASS HELD BY COUNTRY (%)
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Hong Kong exchanges 

Hong Kong Exchanges (HKEX) has seen a significant increase in trading ac�vity in recent period. The drivers of this 

are both structural and specific to Hong Kong as the gateway to China.

First, increased tension between China and the US, and the subsequent threat of the poten�al de-lis�ng of 

Chinese companies from US exchanges, has prompted many of these firms to seek a secondary lis�ng in Hong 

Kong. Over the past year, high profile names, such as Alibaba, Netease and JD.com, have tapped Hong Kong for a 

secondary lis�ng. Secondly, Hong Kong's Stock Connect system allows Chinese investors to trade Hong Kong 

listed shares and non-Chinese to access shares listed in Shanghai and Shenzen. Southbound trading grew by 90% 

in 2020, and by close to 200% in the first few months of 2021, and now accounts for 30% of the volume traded in 

Hong Kong. 

Mexico

Grupo BMV is the dominant securities exchange, hosting >85% of equity transactions. There are only 500 000 

retail stock trading accounts open, which are less than 1% of Mexico's population vs an equivalent figure of 50% in 

the USA. Mexico's financial system is thus substantially less developed than its northern neighbour.

 

A recent overhaul of savings laws should see greater contributions toward pension funds and is expected to raise 

assets held by pension funds from 35% to 56% of GDP by 2040, benefitting the domestic securities market. 

Revenues from data sales are still only 11% of revenue and management is investing in this segment to grow its 

revenue share over time. 

The overall theme that should be apparent from the examples above is that the runway for long term growth in 

equity markets in emerging markets is very promising. Financial systems have strong tailwinds driving higher 

participation in equity markets, and we expect these to persist for many years ahead. Where exchanges are 

trading at attractive valuations, we will invest in them selectively.

Emerging market exchanges and the rise of retail investing 

Figure 7
STRUCTURAL SHIFTS ATTRACTING SOUTHBOUND CAPITAL INTO HONG KONG
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PERSONAL 
FINANCIAL
PLANNING



In the past, agile change was o�en described as “fixing the plane while it flies”. However, 
the Covid-19 pandemic has rewri�en the rules of chaos in modern �mes. 

A major drawback of the pandemic is the increased risk that South Africans will not be able to save enough for their 
re�rement. Member educa�on and advice typically focuses on building wealth ahead of re�rement. While it is 
mandatory that this takes priority, greater emphasis must be placed on choosing the right annuity at re�rement - this 
is the single most important decision that will influence your re�rement. Choosing the right annuity can bring you 
sufficient and regular income throughout your re�rement.

Financial decision making at re�rement is a complex and stressful event for most people, as individuals must decide 
how to convert their life�me savings into an income for life. For many, this is unchartered territory, and the threat of 
poor financial literacy and inadequate advice could nega�vely affect their re�rement. In the financial services 
industry, it's been an interes�ng challenge for actuaries to design annuity products that remain a�rac�ve. Products 
need to factor in challenges like vola�le financial markets, returns well below the tradi�onal norms and of course 
people living longer, stacked up against sharp increases in healthcare costs. Given the combina�on of needs that 
individuals will have and risks that they will face throughout their re�rement years, a single re�rement product is 
unlikely to be appropriate. 

At re�rement, individuals have the following needs:

• Access to good returns with some investment choice.
• Protec�on of risks and in par�cular market and longevity risks.
• Access to capital, before and a�er death.

The single most important 
nancial decision 
anybody will ever make!

Karen Wentzel FIA, FASSA, CFP®, Head of Annui�es, Sanlam Corporate
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In a recent PhD study by Dr Jeannie de Villiers-Strijdom (US), 63% of respondents indicated an intent to annui�se into 
a guaranteed life annuity, while the remaining 37% opted for a living annuity. In reality, at re�rement, only 4% of the 
sample actually purchased a guaranteed life annuity. 20% of respondents opted for a composite strategy and the rest 
of the sample purchased a living annuity.

In South Africa the average replacement ra�os are around 25% to 30%, resul�ng in re�rees simply concluding that 
they cannot survive on the star�ng pension offered by a guaranteed annuity. For many people reaching re�rement 
with insufficient capital has meant the most a�rac�ve op�on has been to place funds in a living annuity in order to be 
able to drawdown sufficient income to maintain their lifestyle. 

As an industry, we are all acutely aware of this as we experience the same behavioural pa�erns. However, what we 
haven't grasped sufficiently well enough is the huge responsibility we have as an industry to make every effort to 
steer members in the right direc�on and prevent them from making the wrong long term decisions with their funds. 
The industry needs to place more emphasis on the conversa�ons with annuitants a few years a�er their re�rement 
rather than simply concentra�ng on advice at the point of re�rement. That would be a more efficient use of 
counselling and advisory resources.

In another case study, we found that, with the appointment of a salaried adviser, member behaviour changed 
dras�cally. With the par�cular fund, previously more than 65% of members elected a living annuity but with proper 
financial advice, the majority of members are now selec�ng a life annuity.

Financial advisors and benefit counsellors have a joint responsibility and an important role to play in helping clients 
objec�vely consider their annuity decisions and to think ra�onally about their alterna�ve op�ons. Perceiving a 
guaranteed annuity contract as fair and equitable, depends largely on the annuitant's understanding of longevity risk 
and pooling of risk. Financially literate re�rees who are aware of the pi�alls in annuity decision making, will be able to 
make op�mal decisions that are in their best interest over the long run, with the desirable outcome of a fulfilling and 
financially secure re�rement.

The single most important nancial decision anybody will ever make!
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“An issue that is o�en overlooked in the process leading up to divorce, but equally messy to navigate, is what the 
implica�ons of such a decision are on a couple's financial affairs,” says Jaya Leibowitz, senior legal adviser at Allan 
Gray. 

Leibowitz says that divorce is a trauma�c and life altering experience with wide ranging implica�ons, especially when 
it comes to re�rement savings.  

“A 'pension interest' deduc�on allows a non-member spouse to be eligible for a pension benefit from the member 
spouse's pension from the date of divorce. It doesn't take into considera�on the dura�on of the marriage or whether 
you were married when you first became a member of the re�rement fund,” she says.  

A pension interest dis�nguishes between pension interest in a re�rement annuity fund, and pension interest in any 
other re�rement fund (for example, a pension fund, provident fund, pension/provident preserva�on fund).  

“It is therefore important to be aware that a 100% pension interest deduc�on from a re�rement annuity fund may 
not be the full value in the fund. Furthermore, if a member has mul�ple accounts in a re�rement fund, pension 
interest is calculated at fund level and not at account level. The divorce order must therefore refer to the fund and not 
an individual account. However, the member may elect which account in the re�rement fund the pension interest 
deduc�on must be made from,” says Leibowitz.   

Divorce and 
your retirement 
savings 
Jaya Leibowitz, 
senior legal adviser at Allan Gray

Although the official sta�s�cs for South Africa's divorce rate during Covid-19 are yet be 
released, globally, the pandemic sent divorce rates soaring by up to 30% or more during 
2020.  According to DIY Legal, South Africa ranks in 83rd place out of 154 countries for 
divorce. 
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Divorce and your retirement savings 

Does pension interest apply to all matrimonial property regimes? 

Leibowitz explains that the three different matrimonial property regimes in South Africa are:

1.  marriage in community of property, 
2.  marriage out of community of property without accrual, and
3.  marriage out of community of property with accrual.

“The default if you marry without concluding an antenup�al contract is a marriage in community of property. In this 
regime, you and your spouse each own 50% of the assets and liabili�es in the estate (joint estate), and upon divorce 
each spouse has a 50% claim against the other,” she says. “If you do not want to have a joint estate you must conclude 
an antenup�al contract, either with or without accrual.”

If without accrual, each spouse keeps their own assets and there is no claim against the other's assets. If accrual is 
included, at divorce, the spouse with the larger estate (assets less liabili�es) must pay the difference between her/his 
estate and the estate of the other spouse with to the spouse with the smaller estate.

“Importantly, if you are married out of community of property without accrual a�er 1 November 1984, your spouse 
has no claim for pension interest from your re�rement savings.”  

Leibowitz urges couples to consult with a lawyer and financial planner before deciding which matrimonial property 
regime is best suited.  

Who is responsible for the tax? 

In terms of the provisions of the Income Tax Act, if the non-member spouse elects to take a cash lump sum, the 
benefit will be taxed in his/her hands. However, if the benefit is transferred to another re�rement fund, the benefit 
will be transferred tax-free. When the non-member re�res or withdraws from that re�rement fund, he/she will be 
liable for tax on the re�rement or withdrawal benefit.  

What about living or life annui�es purchased with re�rement benefits?

Pension interest deduc�ons only apply to re�rement funds and do not apply to compulsory annui�es, such as living 
annui�es. Once a member has exited the fund, the pension interest in the re�rement fund no longer exists. Despite 
the annuity policy not being a considera�on for pension interest, a recent court judgement held that the future value 
of annuity income forms part of the policyholder's estate and must be included when calcula�ng the accrual for a 
marriage out of community of property with accrual.  

“Most importantly, if you are in the process of a divorce, ensure that the wording of the court order and se�lement 
agreement is in line with legal requirements. If the order is granted and the wording is not competent, the fund will 
not be able to give effect to the order. This will require the court to formally amend its original order, which is a 
lengthy and costly exercise,” concludes Leibowitz.  
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Nobody can deny the devasta�ng impact that Covid-19 has and will con�nue to have on 
the global economy. Our personal finances are threatened from all ends, as the lockdown 
has le� millions of South Africans desperately seeking addi�onal sources of income. 

For those who have access to the capital and want to own a property, Financial Adviser at Momentum, Ernest Zamisa 
recommends inves�ng in property as a good way to create an addi�onal revenue stream. 

“With interest rates at record lows, coupled with keen sellers; inves�ng in property in South Africa seems to be a very 
en�cing prospect at the moment,” says Zamisa. “If you were ever looking to invest in property either by purchasing a 
property or through inves�ng in a property fund, now would be the �me to do it.”

You don't have to buy, to invest in property

Although there are dis�nct advantages to inves�ng and owning your own property, if you don't have the capital – or 
are a li�le more risk averse – but s�ll want the investment exposure that property brings, the property market is s�ll 
ripe with investment opportuni�es. Through a property unit trust, you can invest your money into a fund that is 
dispersed across a wide variety of proper�es, which is managed and run by analysts and investment experts.

On the most recent episode of money show Geldhelde on VIA (DStv channel 147), Deputy CEO of Momentum 
Metropolitan and CEO of Momentum Investments Jeane�e Marais said, “Inves�ng in a property unit trust will give 
you the opportunity to benefit from the growth in property - without the physical hassle that o�en goes with a 
house, like maintenance or difficult tenants.”

Zamisa adds that you don't need a huge amount to invest in these unit trusts. “You can invest as li�le as R1 000 per 
month to get a good return on investment,” he says

A top rated property trust fund in the country can help you broaden and diversify your property por�olio, allowing 
you to invest in mul�ple property types from commercial proper�es to shopping centres and even residen�al 
developments. With a much lower barrier to entry, a property unit trust gives you access to a proven team of analysts 
and fund managers who have the capabili�es and exper�se to help you grow your investment.

Whether you have a lot 
of capital or a little - 

it's a good time 
to invest 

in property 

Ernest Zamisa, Financial Adviser, Momentum
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Whether you have a lot of capital or a little -  it's a good time to invest in property 

For the buyers - lower interest rates mean property is less expensive 

Zamisa says that South Africa is now in what the industry is calling an unprecedented buyers' market. “Banks are 
actually quite willing to offer 100% home loans, and with the recent reduc�on in interest rates, the market is well 
posi�oned for recovery.”

This provides a lucra�ve opportunity, also for first �me buyers, advises Zamisa, who indicates that the prime interest 
rate currently si�ng at 7% makes home loan repayments much more affordable. 'Prime' refers to the rate of interest 
that commercial banks charge their most creditworthy clients, so it provides a good baseline to predict the interest 
that you will be paying - provided you have a good credit record. 

As an example, it wasn't two years ago when repayments on a home loan of R1m would have cost R10k a month. 
With the current prime interest rate, this repayment value is closer to R7 600 a month. 

However, Zamisa warns that the purchase of a physical property will leave you exposed to the financial elements as 
interest rates inevitably rise again and the hidden costs of property like maintenance, rates, taxes and municipal 
accounts management take their toll. 

“On the plus side, you can rent your property out and make a more immediate and tangible extra income. Property 
has shown to be one of the more stable investments over longer �me periods,” says Zamisa. 

The power of the right advice 

Whether you want to buy a physical property or invest in a fund, Zamisa advises poten�al property investors to seek 
out a qualified financial adviser. 

“If you want the right direc�ons on your journey to success then speak to people who understand the market and will 
help you draw up a realis�c financial plan, he says. “A good financial adviser will assist you by conduc�ng an 
affordability assessment of your finances and will assist you in calcula�ng what you can reasonably ask for rental, 
taking the current market into account.”

Zamisa says a financial adviser may even advise you to hold off on buying a property and rather focus your available 
funds into a property unit trust as an alterna�ve way to take advantage of this boom in the market.

For the buyers - lower interest rates mean property is less expensive 

Zamisa says that South Africa is now in what the industry is calling an unprecedented buyers' market. “Banks are 
actually quite willing to offer 100% home loans, and with the recent reduc�on in interest rates, the market is well 
posi�oned for recovery.”

This provides a lucra�ve opportunity, also for first �me buyers, advises Zamisa, who indicates that the prime interest 
rate currently si�ng at 7% makes home loan repayments much more affordable. 'Prime' refers to the rate of interest 
that commercial banks charge their most creditworthy clients, so it provides a good baseline to predict the interest 
that you will be paying - provided you have a good credit record. 

As an example, it wasn't two years ago when repayments on a home loan of R1m would have cost R10k a month. 
With the current prime interest rate, this repayment value is closer to R7 600 a month. 

However, Zamisa warns that the purchase of a physical property will leave you exposed to the financial elements as 
interest rates inevitably rise again and the hidden costs of property like maintenance, rates, taxes and municipal 
accounts management take their toll. 

“On the plus side, you can rent your property out and make a more immediate and tangible extra income. Property 
has shown to be one of the more stable investments over longer �me periods,” says Zamisa. 

The power of the right advice 

Whether you want to buy a physical property or invest in a fund, Zamisa advises poten�al property investors to seek 
out a qualified financial adviser. 

“If you want the right direc�ons on your journey to success then speak to people who understand the market and will 
help you draw up a realis�c financial plan, he says. “A good financial adviser will assist you by conduc�ng an 
affordability assessment of your finances and will assist you in calcula�ng what you can reasonably ask for rental, 
taking the current market into account.”

Zamisa says a financial adviser may even advise you to hold off on buying a property and rather focus your available 
funds into a property unit trust as an alterna�ve way to take advantage of this boom in the market.

All in all, whether you have the �me, energy and funds to buy 
a property yourself and reap all the rewards or simply want to 
widen your investment por�olio and cut the risk by inves�ng 
in a property unit trust, Zamisa says that “one thing is for sure 
- property is s�ll a viable and very lucra�ve way to invest your 
money.”
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Five trends that will inuence 
post-pandemic business strategy 

David Shapiro, Chief Global Equity Strategist; Sasfin Wealth 

G l o b a l  m a r ket s  a re 
already showing posi�ve 
signs,  with  refla�on 
con�nuing apace, and the 
IMF an�cipa�ng a 6% 

global growth for the remainder of 2021. What does the 
landscape against which that growth will take place look 
like – and what will the main trends leading it be? 

Revenge socialising 
People have been isolated from their friends and family 
for more than a year and have had to stay away from 
public spaces, hospitality loca�ons and entertainment 
des�na�ons. The rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine means 
that everyone's going to be able to let off steam as 
confidence grows  travel, shopping and socialising are   -
going to be big themes in the next 12 months and 
beyond. 

Shopping will look different – for shoppers and 
retailers 
While many customers who turned to online shopping 
during the pandemic will return for an in-store 
experience, retailers are going to have to adapt to the 
changing environment, balancing the costs of brick-
and-mortar stores with slick and effec�ve online 
environments, and dynamic adver�sing and marke�ng 
tac�cs. Social media has brought producers and 
consumers closer together too, elimina�ng middlemen 
(like wholesalers), as seen in the shi� by brands like 
Nike and Adidas to sell directly to end-users rather than 
via retailers. E-commerce sites will evolve even more, 
with chatbots and virtual assistants becoming more 
commonplace. Augmented reality will help online 
shoppers be�er understand what that clothing items, 
make up or furniture will look like in their environment. 

Cashless will be king 
Cashless transac�ons have jumped in leaps and 
bounds, rapidly becoming more sophis�cated as 
people have sought ways to avoid touching public 
surfaces. So much more will be made possible as 5G 
rolls out, with this transforma�ve tech bringing even 

more new opportuni�es for ventures from remote 
surgery to driverless vehicles. 

Renewable energy shines bright 
With China leading the way in developing clean air 
solu�ons and ac�vely promo�ng the adop�on of 
electric vehicles in its ci�es, the shi� to using 
renewable energy at home, at work, and in transport 
will increase at pace. Ba�ery manufacturers are 
working hard to increase the efficiency of their 
products, while soaring demand has raised interest in 
metals like nickel, cobalt and lithium. It also means that 
global co-opera�on on se�ng standards in this sector, 
whether for the devices themselves or for charging 
sta�ons, will be essen�al. 

Investment in infrastructure 
President Biden is proposing massive infrastructure 
projects as part of his s�mulus programme in the 
United States, but it's also a theme being promoted 
here in South Africa and elsewhere. There's so much 
that needs to be built, whether it's digital infrastructure, 
housing or manufacturing facili�es that will underpin 
the demand for commodi�es. This element is essen�al 
for con�nued growth and future success. 

In conclusion, none of this is possible without the 
successful rollout of COVID-19 vaccines, which is vital to 
li� business and consumer confidence. However, with 
some countries lagging, like South Africa, the inequality 
gap is likely to widen. Countries with slow or ineffec�ve 
vaccine strategies will remain blacklisted for travel by 
those who have had more effec�ve programmes. 

Business strategies will have to reflect the changed 
condi�ons. While many are heading back to 
restaurants and holidays to recapture the kinds of 
experiences we had pre-pandemic, the world will never 
be the same again. This could be for posi�ve reasons – 
like the pace at which we have adopted technology – or 
on the harmful side, like the widening inequality gap 
between popula�on groups and countries too. 

As South Africa heads into winter, the northern hemisphere heads into 
summer – but regardless of where you live, everything is different all over 
again, with experts seeming to agree that we're closer to the end of the 
pandemic than we are to the beginning. 
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INDUSTRY UPDATE



in the NEWS

 Fairheads Benefit Services has long been on a transforma�on journey, achieving an exis�ng B-BBEE 
ra�ng of Level 2, with the mandate to reach Level 1 within the coming 12 months. At the ownership 
level, our ra�ng was enhanced by the majority stake taken in Fairheads by Vunani Limited in 2015. 

In con�nuing this journey, it is with some sadness that our current CEO Richard Krepelka and 
current CFO Marilyn Brown will be re�ring in the coming months.

Richard and Marilyn will help to transi�on new leadership into their posi�ons in a measured and 
seamless manner. To this end, they will stay on as non-execu�ve directors on the Fairheads Benefit Services board. 

David Hurford, currently Director: Marke�ng and Consul�ng, has been appointed as CEO Designate and Zukiswa Peter 
as CFO Designate. The broader senior management team is highly diverse and strong, backing up the appointment of 
Hurford as CEO. As far as clients and staff are concerned, it is very much business as usual.

The Fairheads board has the greatest confidence in David and Zukiswa in the roles they are 
assuming. David has more than 20 years of experience as a senior manager in the banking and 
finance sectors in South Africa, the UK and Australia, He joined Fairheads in 2011 and was 
appointed to the Fairheads Board of Directors in 2015.  Zukiswa has worked in financial 
management for 10 years prior to joining Fairheads in 2011 and was appointed to the posi�on 
of Financial Manager in 2013. 

We wish David and Zukiswa well as they take up their new roles. 

I look forward to Fairheads remaining steadfast in their posi�on of being Southern Africa's 
leading independent service provider to the re�rement and fiduciary industries.

Regards
Ethan Dube
Chairman, Fairheads Benefit Services  

FAIRHEADS LEADERSHIP TRANSITION

David Hurford

Zukiswa Peter
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in the NEWS
UPDATE

Our focus is on:
people
quality
viewpoints
original ideas
audience engagement
good reading experience

Knowledge is key in the industry, join our quest to keep 
all industry stakeholders up-to-date with what is 
happening in the financial services world.

Let us know of acquisitions, mergers and any other 
news.

Contact: 
Chris Brits | 082 457 1833 | britsc@ebnet.co.za
David Weil | 082 445 8852 | weild@icts.co.za

Taquanta acquires the en�re issued share capital of 
Ngwedi Investment Managers (NIM) in a transac�on 
that fosters strategic transforma�on and consol-
ida�on in the South African black-owned asset 
manager domain.

Taquanta and Ngwedi are excep�onally pleased to 
announce the planned coming together of two 
formidable investment teams which will ul�mately 
give rise to an even more transformed, scalable, 
dynamic and sustainable business.

Taquanta Investment Holdings has acquired 100% of 
NIM's issued share capital from Ngwedi Capital 
Holdings (NCH). Under the terms of the transac�on, 
NIM will be merged into Taquanta Asset Managers 
(TAM). The highly regarded Ngwedi investment team 
of Moneimang Pudumo-Roos (Monei), Raphael 
Nkomo, Farzana Bayat and Teresa Lu, will, for the 
�me being, con�nue to manage the affairs of NIM, 
wholeheartedly supported by Taquanta's various 
opera�onal divisions. These investment professionals 
will likewise con�nue to diligently manage the NIM 
client assets throughout the merger process.

Monei will be appointed to the board of TAM, 
fulfilling the role of Execu�ve Director, amongst 
others focusing on business development as well as 
strategic ini�a�ves. Monei brings a wealth of 
knowledge across all asset classes and provides a 
fresh face to promote a more appropriately 
transformed TAM business. Both Farzana and Teresa 

will not only con�nue to manage Ngwedi's exis�ng 
client assets but will take on further responsibility in 
the combined investment team.

Furthermore, Raphael will assume the role of TAM's 
Chief Investment Officer. Ray Wallace (TAM's current 
CIO) will remain very involved in the overall 
investment process, with a significant emphasis on 
cash and related assets, the largest pool of assets 
currently under management at TAM. Ray will lead 
the strategic direc�on of the team responsible for 
cash and related investment products. In line with 
TAM's much emphasised “changing of the guard” 
strategy, Ray is thrilled to be handing over the CIO 
role to an accomplished investment professional 
such as Raphael who shares a similar investment 
philosophy, thereby ensuring the necessary 
con�nuity for all stakeholders.

The skills of the combined team and the introduc�on 
of fresh ideas will enhance the investment outcomes 
for all clients and present an incredible opportunity 
for all our staff. The merger will allow TAM to not only 
maintain its posi�on as the leading independent, 
black-owned fund manager in South Africa but 
likewise posi�on the business for sustainable growth 
into the future. We believe that collec�vely we 
present the most dynamic and transformed 
investment team in the industry.

TAQUANTA ACQUIRES NGWEDI INVESTMENT MANAGERS FOR STRATEGIC CONSOLIDATION
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Industry invited to form part of the discussion.

The Covid-19 pandemic has put a spotlight on the need for posi�ve change. South 
Africans are all impacted by the pandemic, climate crises, gender inequity, social 
injus�ce, a struggling economy and unemployment.  How should or could the 
re�rement sector bring meaningful and prac�cal change?

 
IRFA's online Thought Leadership Imbizo, to be held on 1 June 2021, will pose these ques�ons and encourage 
collabora�on amongst industry players to be part of the solu�on. 

According to Geraldine Fowler, the President of the Ins�tute, “The primary objec�ves of the Imbizo are to iden�fy 
themes and sector based projects which IRFA will champion with partners from the re�rement sector, as well as to 
harness the power of collabora�on with win-win projects to benefit all sector stakeholders and the economy at large”.

The Imbizo will feature panel discussions driven by thought leaders, regulatory and governmental representa�ves 
and subject ma�er experts on the following topics:
• The intersec�on of alterna�ve investments and environmental, social and governance principles and the 

increasing use of purpose driven outcomes.
• Women in Finance and the World economy: The o�en overlooked role of women in change, how to unlock this 

powerful force in contribu�ng significantly to economic development.
• Infrastructural investments for re�rement funds.
• Accelera�ng innova�on in investment in educa�on.

The final session will be to leverage the informa�on presented to set partnership goals and objec�ves.

Fowler con�nues, “IRFA, as the leading industry body, should lead the charge in harnessing the power of the 
re�rement sector for the greater good. IRFA sees its mandate as accessing and providing the knowledge, as well as 
uncovering and harnessing the resources to achieve societal and economic change.”

“In opening the online event to the greater re�rement sector for input and discussion,” Fowler concludes, “IRFA has 
built credible rela�onships and partnerships over the years which enables it to bring thought leaders, government 
and leading industry players together to achieve this. IRFA will ac�vely partner and collaborate on change ini�a�ves 
iden�fied at the Imbizo.”

As a key media partner, Pensions World will provide full coverage of the outcomes of this crucial ini�a�ve.

Registra�ons for the IMBIZO can be made on the following link. h�ps://confco.eventsair.com/irfa-thought-leaders-
imbizo/irfathoughtleaderimbizo2021/Site/Register

For further informa�on, please contact Wayne Hiller Van Rensburg on wayne@irfa.org.za.

Leading industry body will be harnessing
thought leaders to 
nd practical 
solutions to critical 
issues plaguing 
South Africa

Geraldine Fowler, President of the 

Ins�tute of Re�rement Funds Africa (IRFA)
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I can't believe we're already nearly in the middle of 2021. How did that 

happen?

 

Last year presented serious challenges to every industry, including ours. 

As I reflect on the first quarter of 2021, I'm amazed at how far we've 

come and how much we have achieved, thanks to the support of our 

members, our corporate partners and our professional prac�ces. You all 

turned out in force for the Annual Refresher, the Budget Trilogy and our 

POPIA online webinars. (The POPIA webinars especially received 

excellent feedback. If you missed any of them, you are able listen to the 

recordings online – a free service for professional members of the FPI.) 

I also want to congratulate all the professionals who have renewed their 

membership and encourage those who have not yet renewed to do so with 

haste. It is not too late to renew your membership for 2021! Contact 

membership@fpi.co.za  and refer to membership regula�ons at www.fpi.co.za. 

Public policy and pension ma�ers

We have responded to quite a few regulatory ma�ers recently, including amendments to the General Code of 

Conduct for Authorised Financial Services Providers and Representa�ves; the fit and proper requirements; cri�cal 

skills and a call for comment on government's plan to professionalise civil servants with the assistance of SAQA-

recognised professional bodies. We also responded to the proposed amendments to Regula�on 28.  

It's important that all financial planners take note of the changes that came through via the Taxa�on Laws 

Amendment Act 2020, and how those changes have impacted clients who belong to a provident or provident 

preserva�on fund. These changes are necessary and part of the ongoing re�rement reform process that will be�er 

regulate re�rement funds in South Africa.  

Put simply, benefits from provident or provident preserva�on funds will now be treated the same way as pension 

funds at re�rement. A member of a provident fund will only be able to withdraw a third of the value of the fund in 

cash and must use the remaining two thirds to purchase an annuity. 

Lelané Bezuidenhout CFP®, the 
CEO of the Financial Planning 
Ins�tute

The roller coaster 
year continues
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The roller coaster year continues

There are a few excep�ons to be aware of, so make sure you read all about the changes at www.treasury.gov.za. 

PCE goes online

In March, we hosted a successful si�ng of the Professional Competency Examina�on (PCE). The exam was 

completed online using a combina�on of ar�ficial intelligence (AI) and live invigila�ng. Candidates were 

monitored during the full dura�on and they had access to an invigilator if they had any ques�ons. 

We had been planning to take our exams online in two to three years' �me, but Covid fast-tracked this process and 

we are now way ahead of where we wanted to be. 

The next si�ng is in June and the final si�ng for 2021 is in October. Candidates will be interested to note that we 

have introduced a Recogni�on of Prior Learning (RPL) concept this year. If you wrote in February and you failed one 

case study, you need only rewrite that par�cular case study in June. The same applies if you write in June – you can 

rewrite in October. (The RPL exemp�on only applies if you rewrite in the same academic year; results for the 

February exam will be released in late April 2021.)  

What's in the pipeline?

The FPI is currently upgrading membership systems and we're renova�ng our offices. A year from now, the FPI will 

have a completely new look and feel – online and offline – that will revolu�onise the member experience. The new 

system will make it much easier to renew your membership and obtain your CPD hours. 

Our websites (www.letsplan.co.za and www.fpi.co.za) are also ge�ng a faceli�. Thanks in advance for 

understanding that it will take a bit of �me to put all these new systems in place!

The Re�rement and Investments face-to-face event is in the planning phase – find out more about this in the next 

FPI update in May 2021.  

Book your place for the FPI Professionals Conven�on

Our biggest event of the year is set to take place on 25 and 26 October 2021. If you haven't booked your place yet, 

act swi�ly to avoid disappointment. There will only be a limited number of seats available for the face-to-face 

event, and these will be allocated on a first-come-first-serve basis. Everyone else will have to register for the online 

event. 

The FPI is turning 40 this year and we're pulling out all the stops! Entries for the Financial Planner of the Year award 

(and all our other awards) are open – the winners will be announced at the gala dinner on the evening of 25 

October. 

Time is flying – make the most of every second! All the best for the second quarter of 2021 and beyond.

Lelané
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Muvhango Lukhaimane, the PFA, said regula�on 33(5) 
of the Pension Funds Act authorised the Private Security 
Sector Provident Fund (first respondent) to lay a 
criminal complaint against defaul�ng par�cipa�ng 
employers.

An employee complained to the PFA about the failure of 
his employer, Huntrex 116 (Pty) Ltd (second 
respondent), to pay all provident fund contribu�ons on 
his behalf to the first respondent.

“The said regula�on s�pulates that if any failure to 
transmit contribu�ons con�nues for 90 days, the 
monitoring person shall report the ma�er to the 
Na�onal Prosecu�ng Authority.

“It does not appear that the first respondent laid a 
criminal complaint against the second respondent for 
non-compliance with the provisions of sec�on 13A and 
Regula�on 33(1) of the Act to the NPA.

“Thus, the first respondent must no�fy its members of 
the failure of the second respondent to pay 
contribu�ons on behalf of its employees and report it for 
non-compliance with the provisions of sec�on 13A and 
Regula�on 33(1) of the Act to the NPA,” Ms Lukhaimane 
ruled. 

Ms Lukhaimane further indicated that, even under 
statutory management, the first respondent con�nues 
to fail to take ac�on against defaul�ng employers and to 
discharge its obliga�ons conferred in terms of the Act. 

The complainant, who has been employed with the 
second respondent from 1 March 2018, submi�ed that 
he was dissa�sfied that the employer deducted 
monthly provident fund contribu�ons from his salary 
and failed to consistently remit same to the first 
respondent. 

The first respondent submi�ed that it commenced 
receiving provident fund contribu�ons on behalf of the 
complainant from 31 March 2018 and the last 
contribu�on on his behalf were received on                
31 January 2019.
 
The second respondent was granted an opportunity to 
resolve the complaint and a further opportunity to 
comment on the allega�ons made against it. However, 
no response was received. 

In her determina�on, Ms Lukhaimane said the second 
respondent owes provident fund contribu�ons on 
behalf of the complainant for the period February 2019 
to date. Thus, the second respondent failed to comply 
with rules 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 of the first respondent's rules 
and sec�on 13A of the Act. 

She ruled that the complainant must be placed in the 
posi�on he would have been in had the second 
respondent paid all the contribu�ons due on his behalf 
to the first respondent.

The second respondent was ordered to pay the first 
respondent the complainant's arrear contribu�ons, 
plus late payment interest.

Statutory management of 
security sector fund fails to 
improve employer compliance

Muvhango Lukhaimane, Pension Funds Adjudicator

A pension fund has been requested by the Pension Funds Adjudicator (PFA) to no�fy some of its 
members of the failure of their employer to pay contribu�ons on their behalf and to report the non-
compliance with the Act to the Na�onal Prosecu�ng Authority.
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LEGAL ROUND UP



LEGAL SERVICES

Providing useful services 
backed by outstanding 
exper�se

We provide services associated with the legal, legisla�ve and regulatory aspects of 
employee benefits to mostly financial services companies and funds. Our clients trust us 
because we have deep exper�se, long experience and understand what they do. We make 
legisla�ve and regulatory complexity easier for you to understand and implement. We work 
closely with you to achieve your goals. 

Our services include assistance with:

Ÿ Agreements and forms
Ÿ Rules dra�ing and submission
Ÿ Training and publica�ons on legisla�ve, regulatory and other legal issues
Ÿ Regulatory compliance for example POPIA and complaints management
Ÿ General queries, guidance, inves�ga�ons, complaints and li�ga�on support
Ÿ Sec�on 37C and 37D decisions 
Ÿ Independent board or principal officer posi�ons

ICTS Legal Services (Pty) Ltd is not a law firm and we are not legal prac��oners.

Please contact Leanne van Wyk on 083 257 8468 or vanwykl@icts.co.za for more informa�on or 

visit our website www.icts.co.za

RETIREMENT INDUSTRY



Legal Update, 
Qtr 2, 2021
Leanne van Wyk, Director, ICTS Legal Services (Pty) Ltd

In this issue of Pensions World, we summarise a number of legal issues rela�ng to re�rement funds:

A. Withholding benefits under sec�on 37D – recent Tribunal decisions;
B. Compulsory annui�sa�on and withdrawals from re�rement funds;
C. Protec�on of Personal Informa�on Act (POPIA) update: facts about fund informa�on officers; and
D. POPIA update: prior authorisa�on by the Informa�on Regulator.

A. Withholding benefits under sec�on 37D – recent Tribunal decisions

Withholding of benefits by re�rement funds, in the context of allega�ons of damages to an employer by the member, 
has lately become a fraught area of decision making for re�rement fund boards. In a previous Pensions World edi�on 
we discussed the SA Metal Group (Pty) Ltd v Deon Je�ha and others¹ High Court case which has led to changes in 
processes and factors considered by funds when making a sec�on 37D withholding decision.  Recent Financial 
Services Tribunal decisions have dealt with another issue in rela�on to the withholding of benefits. The main ques�on 
that has arisen is whether or not a fund can make a decision to withhold a benefit if an employer has not ins�tuted 
civil ac�on against the member.

The Tribunal has made the following points, amongst others:

• The Tribunal referred to the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) ma�er, Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corpora�on Ltd 
v Oosthuizen² which dealt with the withholding of payment of a benefit pending the finalisa�on of civil 
proceedings. The relevant case law is not authority for the conten�on that the mere opening of a criminal case at 
the police sta�on will suffice for the purposes of sec�on 37D. The Tribunal stated that the SCA did not hold that a 
fund is en�tled to withhold payment because a criminal case has been opened or even upon convic�on. This is 
because a convic�on is not a judgment against a member that quan�fies compensa�on in respect of damages 
caused.

• Since the employer did not inform the fund of a civil ac�on or even an inten�on to claim, a jurisdic�onal fact for 
the exercise of its discre�on by the fund was absent. This applies notwithstanding that in terms of sec�on 300 of 
the Criminal Procedure Act a criminal court is empowered, upon convic�on of an offence that has caused loss, to 
award damages (on applica�on to the court).

•  “[T]he poten�al prejudice to the employee who may urgently need access to his funds … dictate that civil 
proceedings … must at least have been ins�tuted otherwise, the provisions of sec�on 37D will be abused by 
employers who have no genuine claim against the employee or have no serious desire to pursue a claim for 
compensa�on”.

• The principles set out in the Tribunal cases would apply to decisions by fund boards that had already been made 
prior to the date of the Highveld Steel judgement.

Thus, as there were no civil proceedings by the employer claiming loss, the fund could not exercise its discre�on to 
withhold the member's benefit under sec�on 37D. 

¹ unreported, 20298/2019

² [2009] 1 BPLR (SCA)
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Tribunal decisions are not precedent (unlike court judgements) and, thus, funds are not bound by the Tribunal's 
interpreta�on of the law. However, funds o�en take guidance from Adjudicator and Tribunal determina�ons. 

Funds will have to make up their own minds as to the interpreta�on of sec�on 37D. If they are unsure, they should 
seek expert legal advice. While no�ng these Tribunal decisions, employers will also need to take decisions as regards 
any civil ac�on against members. 

B. Compulsory annui�sa�on and withdrawals from re�rement funds

When a member withdraws from a fund (for example, due to resigning from employment), the member may decide 
to take some of the withdrawal benefit in cash and transfer the rest to another approved fund. The member's fund 
credit could be made up of a vested por�on and a non-vested por�on. Should the cash payment be taken from the 
vested por�on or non-vested por�on first? The more cash that is taken from the non-vested por�on (and not the 
vested por�on), the more cash the member will be able to take when re�ring from the fund to which the benefit is 
transferred. Administrators of funds are currently making decisions in this regard (as to how their systems will 
operate) and re�rement funds will, no doubt, receive communica�on from their administrator in this regard. 

Legal update, qtr 2, 2021
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C. Protec�on of Personal Informa�on Act (POPIA) update: facts about fund informa�on officers:

• Every fund has an automa�cally appointed, default informa�on officer by opera�on of law. 
• Funds usually (but not always) interpret the law to mean that their default informa�on officer (“head” of a 

fund) is the principal officer of the fund. 
• Default informa�on officers may authorise another person to exercise the powers, du�es and 

responsibili�es conferred or imposed on them. 
• The authorisa�on of another person to be the informa�on officer must be in wri�ng using a template that is 

substan�ally similar to the authorisa�on template annexed to the Informa�on Officer's Guidance Note 
about informa�on officers (available on the Informa�on Regulator's website). 

• Even if another person is authorised, the default informa�on officer retains the accountability and 
responsibility for any power or func�on authorised to another person.

• If the default informa�on officer of the fund is authorising another person to be the informa�on officer, it 
must be a natural person within the fund, for example a board member.

• If an employee of the fund is authorised to be the informa�on officer, then the employee must be in a 
posi�on of management or above. (This is an interpreta�on of the Guidance Note.)

• Informa�on Officers can take up their du�es a�er they are registered with the Informa�on Regulator. Their 
du�es under Regula�on 4 to POPIA commenced on 1 May. These two statements together are confusing, but 
the idea is to register your Informa�on Officer soon so they can take up their du�es before 1 July 2021, even 
though their du�es will only be enforced as from 1 July 2021. 

• Informa�on Officers can be registered now through email and post and shortly (probably the end of April) 
using online registra�on available from the Informa�on Regulator's website. The prescribed format for this 
applica�on is in the Guidance Note at: h�ps://www.jus�ce.gov.za/InfoRegSA-GuidanceNote-IO-DIO-
20210401.pdf  will appear on the Informa�on Regulator's website.

Legal update, qtr 2, 2021
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D. POPIA update: prior authorisa�on by the Informa�on Regulator

The Informa�on Regulator has also issued a Guidance Note about prior authorisa�on applica�ons (available on 

the Informa�on Regulator's website). In terms of POPIA, a fund must obtain prior authorisa�on from the 

Informa�on Regulator prior to any processing if the fund plans to process certain categories of personal 

informa�on. These categories are:

(a) any unique iden�fiers of data subjects for a purpose other than the one for which the iden�fier was 

specifically intended at collec�on; and with the aim of linking the informa�on with informa�on processed by 

other responsible par�es. (Unique iden�fiers include bank account numbers, policy numbers, iden�ty 

numbers and telephone numbers);

(b) processing of informa�on on criminal behaviour or unlawful or objec�onable conduct on behalf of third 

par�es. This would apply to any person contracted to conduct a criminal record enquiry or reference check 

about past conduct or disciplinary ac�on; 

(c)  where there is processing of informa�on for the purposes of credit repor�ng (for instance credit bureaus); 

and

(d)  where a responsible party transfers special personal informa�on or the personal informa�on of children to a 

third party in a foreign country where that country does not provide an adequate level of protec�on for the 

processing of personal informa�on (that is, the recipient of the informa�on must be subject to a law, binding 

corporate rules or binding agreement which provides a level of protec�on that effec�vely upholds principles 

for reasonable processing of personal informa�on that is substan�ally similar to the condi�ons for the lawful 

processing as men�oned under POPIA).

Funds should consider category (d) in par�cular as this is a wide category and funds do usually process special 

personal informa�on and children's informa�on.

A fund (responsible party) who processes personal 

informa�on requiring prior authorisa�on before 

authorisa�on is granted by the Informa�on Regulator 

will be guilty of an offence and liable for a fine of up to 

R10 million or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 

12 months (or to both). 

Legal update, qtr 2, 2021
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TRUSTEE TUTOR
(SPONSORED BY ICTS TRAINING)



INVESTMENT CONSULTING
AND TRUSTEE SERVICES

Please contact Toni-Leigh Can�n on 087 702 3821 

or can�nt@icts.co.za for more informa�on or visit 

our website www.icts.co.za

Engaging reason, imagina�on
and interest bridges the gap
in knowledge.

ICTS offers online training 
for trustees as a solu�on for 

their con�nued 
development of skills.

Let our experts tutor your experts.



Trustee Tutor: Issue 6 
The role players involved
in your fund investments

The vast majority of trustees oversee defined 
contribu�on funds, meaning that it is not 
possible to insist that members contribute 
more. This leaves the reduc�on of costs and the 
maximising of investment returns as the 
remaining two levers trustees can pull to 
ensure the best outcomes for their members.  

Most o�en trustees are budget-wise in 
managing the fund's costs. They regularly test 
administra�on (and other service) fees as well 
as insurance premiums against the market and 
nego�ate with providers to keep these costs as 
low as possible.  

What trustees possibly don't understand in 
great detail are all the role players involved in 
the investments of their funds and what value 
these par�es add to members' ul�mate 
benefits.

Let's look at these role players in detail to 
understand the exper�se they bring to the 
table.

There are only 
three ways to save 

more in your 
investments:

Contribute more each 
month to your savings

Reduce the costs

Earn higher 
investment 

returns

Investment 
Manager

Re�rement 
Fund

Manager

Mul�-
ManagerInvestment

Advisor

Authori�es

Fig 1: The retirement fund investment ecosystem
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The investment manager is the en�ty responsible for implemen�ng a re�rement 

fund's investment strategy.  These are the professional experts who research and 

decide the most appropriate shares, bonds and other assets to invest in that best 

fit the strategy of the chosen investment por�olio. And then they trade (buy and 

sell) them. The investment manager handles all the ac�vi�es associated with the 

management of investment por�olios, from the day-to-day buying and selling of 

shares to por�olio monitoring, transac�on se�lement, performance 

measurement, and regulatory and client repor�ng.

Some investment managers may be selected for their specialist skill in managing 

a par�cular asset class (specialist mandate) while other managers may be chosen 

to invest across various asset classes (balanced mandate).

An investment manager must be licensed as a Financial Services Provider (FSP) 

under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services (FAIS) Act and needs to 

comply with many legal requirements in order to manage investments on behalf 

of the man in the street.  These licensing requirements means that investment 

management is a very specialised and onerous ac�vity and trustees need 

professional investment managers to invest their re�rement fund's assets.

The local investment manager

These are investment managers who invest in shares and other asset classes in 

the country in which they are based.  In this por�olio, you would find a South 

African investment manager invested (or trading) in South African shares, bonds, 

cash, property and other assets in the local economy.

It is unusual for your local team of investment professionals to also have the 

required skills and experience to manage the offshore por�on of a re�rement 

fund's investment por�olio. Most o�en, there will be a separate team within the 

local investment manager who focus on offshore (overseas) investments, or the 

local investment manager will partner with an interna�onal investment manager.

The offshore investment manager

The offshore investment manager invests in asset classes outside of the 

re�rement fund's local jurisdic�on, in other words, investments made outside of 

the country in which the re�rement fund operates.

Inves�ng overseas is complicated as local managers and their clients need to 

understand the regulatory and market environments outside of their “home 

base”.  For this reason, specialist offshore management teams will be set up 

within the local manager's team or strategic partnerships with overseas 

investment managers will be formed. It is usual for a re�rement fund's offshore 

por�on to be invested in similar asset classes overseas, as the local por�on of the 

por�olio.

The investment manager
Also known as an asset manager or a fund manager.
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The ac�ve manager

In an investment por�olio with an ac�ve mandate, the investment manager will 
ac�vely trade shares and other asset classes in an a�empt to outperform a 
specific benchmark.  The success of the por�olio depends on the exper�se and 
experience of the investment team in using detailed research and market 
forecas�ng.

Ac�ve managers take into account market trends, changes in the economy, shi�s 
in the poli�cal landscape and the myriad of factors that affect the companies in 
which they invest. This informa�on is used to buy or sell the underlying assets in 
the investment por�olio.

These managers assert that their processes result in higher returns than can be 
achieved by an investment por�olio that simply invests in an index.

The passive manager

Also known as an index tracking investment.

The passive investment manager designs a por�olio to track the returns of a 
par�cular market index or benchmark as closely as possible. For example, each 
stock listed on an index is weighted and the passive manager will use the same 
weights in their investment por�olios.

The purpose of a passive investment por�olio is to generate a return that is the 
same as the chosen index.
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The mul�-manager

A mul�-manager is a manager of investment managers.  They offer value to 
trustees (and members) by reviewing and selec�ng the investment managers to 
use for various investment mandates.  The mul�-manager pools the investments 
they receive and splits them across a number of investment managers they believe 
are best placed to meet those mandates. This offers trustees meaningful 
diversifica�on not only across asset classes, but also across different investment 
managers who, when blended together, provide the op�mum combina�on of 
skills to meet an iden�fied investment objec�ve. 

Using a mul�-manager strategy shi�s the responsibility for researching, choosing 
and monitoring investment managers from the trustees to an expert mul�-
manager who has resources to dedicate to this process.  Many re�rement funds 
invest in por�olios set up by mul�-managers.
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The investment mandate - segregated or pooled

All re�rement fund investments are either in segregated or pooled investment por�olios. 

A  is an investment por�olio structured segregated por�olio

by the trustees for their re�rement fund's investments only. 

In a segregated investment por�olio, the trustees mandate 

the investment manager on exactly what type of 

investments they wish to invest in. These investments are in 

the re�rement fund's name and the investment 

performance is specific to that re�rement fund.  In a 

segregated por�olio the trustees have a considerable 

amount of input and are responsible for monitoring that the 

investment manager keeps to the mandate that has been 

set and is not taking excessive risk (or taken any decisions 

outside of the set mandate).

Because segregated por�olios are personalised and 

specific for each re�rement fund, investment managers 

have a minimum value of investment they require from a 

fund. This minimum investment value is usually quite 

substan�al and therefore generally only larger re�rement 

funds will have the ability to set up their own personalised 

segregated investment por�olios.

Pooled investment por�olios are “off the shelf” 

por�olios offered by investment managers either through 

a life license or a unit trust license. These licenses allow 

the investment manager to bring together (or “pool”) 

various investors' assets and invest them together under 

one common mandate. Trustees usually look for a 

mandate that meets their fund's needs and invest with a 

par�cular manager, rather than structuring their own 

mandate. In a pooled por�olio, the investments are held 

in the insurer or the investment manager's name and 

each investor in the pool earns the same return.

There are generally no entry or exit costs to investors in 

pooled por�olios and the costs of the por�olio are split 

amongst the larger pool, making them generally more 

cost effec�ve than segregated por�olios (unless you have 

a very large re�rement fund). This makes pooled 

por�olios very a�rac�ve to re�rement funds.

An investment mandate is an instruc�on to manage a pool of capital—a par�cular pile of 
funds—using a specific strategy and within certain risk parameters.
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The custodian

A custodian or custodian bank is a specialised financial ins�tu�on that holds 

customers' shares for safekeeping to prevent them from being stolen or lost. 

The custodian may hold these shares, and other assets, in electronic or physical 

form. (most companies have dematerialised and are therefore held 

electronically)

The custodian keeps proper records of ownership, valua�on, accoun�ng and 

repor�ng of assets owned by an investment manager.  They also process trades, 

which involves tracking, se�ling and reconciling assets that are bought and sold 

by the manager.

The authori�es

In South Africa we have a twin peaks model of regula�on of financial services.  

The is tasked with overseeing the system wide safety and  Pruden�al Authority (PA) 

soundness of financial ins�tu�ons.

The  the market conduct regulator, is  Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA),

tasked with overseeing system wide efficiency and integrity of financial markets 

and affording greater financial consumer protec�on.

Between these two authori�es, investment managers are regulated and 

monitored to ensure that they remain financially sound as financial ins�tu�ons and 

that they conduct themselves appropriately 

in the marketplace. The FSCA monitors 

whether re�rement funds comply with the 

pruden�al investment guidelines set out in 

Regula�on 28 of the Pension Funds Act, and 

issues guidance notes to the industry on 

best investment prac�ces.
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The investment consultant, and other expert 
advisers

In the context of re�rement funds, an investment consultant (also known as an asset 
consultant) is an investment professional who advises the trustees on the most 
appropriate investment strategy for their re�rement fund, the most suitable 
investment managers and por�olios to select and the ongoing monitoring and 
evalua�on of performance to objec�ves.  In addi�on, the investment consultant will 
assist the trustees in dra�ing their Investment Policy Statement (IPS) to meet the 
requirements of PF 130.

The trustees should also expect their employee benefits consultant to have some 
experience and exper�se in investments. A trustee could reasonably expect the 
fund's consultant to dra� the IPS and provide high level feedback on the fund's 
investments, par�cularly if the fund's assets are invested in pooled por�olios.

Please always check the categories of products your advisors are accredited to advise 
on as well as the signed mandate you have in place with them se�ng out your 
expecta�ons of services to be provided.

Investment managers are paid a fee for their work, which is a percentage of the fund's 
average assets under management (AUM).

Fees may be fixed as a percentage of the value of assets under management or linked 
to performance - where the investment manager earns a higher fee for 
outperforming a par�cular benchmark – or a combina�on of the two. The complexity 
of the investment mandate will also have an impact on the level of the fees.  It is 
reasonable to assume that a more complex, ac�vely managed mandate with more 
complicated investments (like hedge funds, or offshore investments) will be more 
expensive for investors.

To achieve the aim of greater fairness and transparency in the South African 
investment space, standardised disclosures and ways of repor�ng these costs have 
been developed.

Fees

Total expense ra�o (TER) - is a measure of the total costs of managing and opera�ng an investment 
por�olio. These costs consist primarily of management fees and addi�onal expenses, such as trading 
fees, legal fees, auditor fees and other opera�onal expenses. TER is the global standard used to measure 
the impact that the deduc�on of management and opera�ng costs has on a por�olio's value. The TER 
does not include the investment por�olio's transac�on costs.

Total investment charge (TIC) – is a more comprehensive calcula�on of charges that takes into account 
the TER and the transac�on costs (TC).  The TC includes things like VAT, brokerage, securi�es transfer tax 
(STT) and exchange rate costs.  The TIC expresses the total value of an investment por�olio that is lost to 
fees.
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Trustees are encouraged to make sure they understand all the fees paid in respect of investment services 

provided to their re�rement fund. Obviously the more complicated their investments (segregated, offshore, 

ac�ve mandates) will be more expensive than simpler pooled or passive type investment por�olios.

Furthermore, investment consultants or advisors will also charge the fund for the advice and monitoring services 

they provide.

Trustees should also regularly review an investment manager's performance, preferably over a period of at least 

five years to understand the manager's performance in the context of various market environments. 

By looking at both the fees and the performance, trustees will get the full picture of how the investment manager 

adds value to fund members – to enable them to achieve the financial outcomes they are wan�ng at re�rement.

A benchmark is a standard against which the performance of an asset class, an investment por�olio 
or and investment manager can be measured. A simple example, would be to consider how the 
local equi�es in your re�rement fund performed rela�ve to the JSE index.
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For an on-line version of the required reading material as well as 
electronic CPD Submission form, go to 
h�ps://www.pensionsworldsa.co.za or h�ps://www.ebnet.co.za 

How to?

Answer all the ques�ons by inser�ng the correct answer(s) into the block provided next to each 
ques�on, scan the pages and email to Toni Can�n at ICTS, using cpd@icts.co.za

Trustee Tutor: Issue 6 
The role players in your
fund investments

1.  Members can increase their savings by:

a. Paying more in contribu�ons every month.

b. Earning higher investment returns.

c. Paying less in fees to their service providers.

d. All of the above.

2.  Trustees are generally very budget-wise in managing costs but don't always appreciate the costs of all the 

investment role players.

a. True

b. False

3. Who is responsible for implemen�ng a fund's investment strategy?

a. The trustees.

b. The investment consultant.

c. The investment manager.

d. The investment mul�-manager.

4. Choose the most correct statement/s. An investment manager:

a. Is the en�ty responsible blending the appropriate managers in a por�olio. 

b. Is the en�ty responsible for holding the customers' shares in safekeeping.

c. Is the en�ty responsible for repor�ng back to the trustees on por�olio performance.

d. Does not give advice and thus does not need to be licensed under FAIS.

5. Choose the most correct statement/s.  An ac�ve investment manager:

a. Can be found in both pooled and segregated mandates

b. Can only be found in a pooled mandate.

c. Can only be found in a segregated mandate.

d. Ac�vely follows the JSE all share index weigh�ngs in their por�olios.
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Email to Toni Can�n at ICTS, using cpd@icts.co.za

Trustee Tutor: Issue 6 - The role players in your fund investments

6. An example of an index is:

a. The FTSE/JSE all share index.

b. The FTSE/JSE all bond index.

c. The FTSE/JSE all property index.

d. All of the above.

7. Which of the following statements is incorrect.

a. A mul�-manager is a manager of investment managers.

b. A mul�-manager is linked to your administrator.

c. A mul�-manager offers both ac�ve and passive por�olios.

d. A mul�-manager provides meaningful diversifica�on across asset classes.

8.  Using a mul�-manager strategy shi�s the responsibility for researching, choosing and monitoring investment 

managers from the trustees to experts.

a. True

b. False

9. Choose the most correct statement/s: An investment consultant will guide trustees in:

a. Se�ng the most appropriate investment strategy for their fund.

b. Choosing the best investment managers or mul�-managers for their fund.

c. Updates in legisla�on and how to implement these.

d. All of the above.

10. Choose the most correct statement.

a. Investment fees in South Africa are standardised.

b. The total expense ra�o (TER) is the global standard used to measure the impact that the deduc�on of 

management and opera�ng costs has on a por�olio's value

c. The total expense ra�o (TER) is a more comprehensive calcula�on of charges than the total investment 

charge (TIC).

d. Trustees should regularly review the performance of their investment por�olios over a maximum period 

of 12 months.
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INVESTMENT CONSULTING
AND TRUSTEE SERVICES

Please contact Toni-Leigh Can�n on 087 702 3821 or can�nt@icts.co.za for more informa�on or 

visit our website www.icts.co.za

Time is running out. 
Are your trustees up to speed
on the 8 condi�ons of POPIA?

To gain an understanding of the requirements of POPIA, how 
it applies to re�rement funds and where to start, make a 
booking for our online workshop.



MOVING

Stay updated and in the know about who is moving up the 
corporate ladder in the pension fund industry.

Sumendren Naidoo
Head of Sygnia Umbrella Retirement 
Funds Consulting

Kinola Pather

Head of Strategic Marketing, NMG

Ridwaan Kajee

Private Market Investments, 27 Four Holdings

Sumendren Naidoo has specialised in employee benefits 
for the past 12 years, working as a senior employee benefit 
consultant to large mul�na�onal corporates and financial 
service providers in both standalone and commercial 
umbrella re�rement funds. Sumendren joined Sygnia in 
2016, having previously worked at Alexander Forbes 
Financial Services and Cadiant Partners Consultants and 
Actuaries. He was recently appointed as the Head of Sygnia 
Umbrella Re�rement Funds Consul�ng in Johannesburg.

Ridwaan is a qualified CA(SA) with over 7 years of 
experience across audi�ng, M&A advisory and private 
equity. Having begun his career at PwC, Ridwaan spent the 
bulk of his career in the M&A space with Deloi�e's 
Corporate Finance team, suppor�ng clients across a range 
of transac�on services. Ridwaan joined 27four 
Investment Managers in October 2020 to further his 
passion for deal making and private equity. He is part of 
the Private Markets investment team, who are currently 
focussed on execu�ng the strategy of 27four's Black 
Business Growth Fund.

Kinola joined NMG in November 2020 as Head of Strategic 
Marke�ng, following ~6 years at Absa. She holds a BCom 
(Honours) in Business Management and Marke�ng from the 
University of KwaZulu Natal and an MBA from the Gordon 
Ins�tute of Business Science. Her career experience spans 
over a mul�tude of sectors, with exposure in B2B and B2C 
milieus across financial, government, medical, hospitality & 
entertainment, travel, avia�on and retail. 
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MOVING
Naseerah Sayed 

Prac�ce Manager Retail division, NMG 

Stay updated and in the know about who is moving up the 
corporate ladder in the pension fund industry.

Naseerah Sayed holds a BCom Law degree (NWU-

Potchefstroom) and a Post Graduate Diploma in 

Financial Planning (UFS) and has been registered 

previously as a Certified Financial Planner (CFP). For the 

past 6 years she has been heading up the Trust 

Department at an attorney firm and managing their 

trust investment prior to which she worked in the 

Financial Planning industry in various roles including 

amongst others Financial Planner and Para Planner.

Raazia Ganie

Head of Investments, NMG

Raazia joined NMG on 1 February 2021 as the Head of 
Investments, following 10 years at Alexander Forbes as a 
Principal Consultant. Prior to this, she spent 8 years  in the 
UK where she advised both complex and smaller clients on 
various strategy, manager selec�on and other investment 
issues. Raazia is focused on improving member outcomes by 
implemen�ng global best prac�ces and most economic cost, 
with specific focus on ESG factors. She holds a B Comm. from 
the University of Cape Town and is also a CFA Charterholder, 
who currently serves on the board of the CFA Society South 
Africa. 

Showcase your ability
to make things happen.

SOUTH AFRICA

Pensions
World ®

For more informa�on contact 

Chris Brits on britsc@ebnet.co.za 

or David Weil on weild@icts.co.za.
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Axioma�c is an independent 
Benefit consultancy which 
offers re�rement, health and 
risk solu�ons in South Africa 
and the African con�nent.

Contact: Hazel Hopkins, Senior Partner
+27 11 305 1950

hazel@axioma�c.co.za

Bidvest Wealth and Employee Benefits is part of the Bidvest 
Group and is an independent provider of pensions 

administra�on, employee benefit consul�ng, wealth planning 
and health care consul�ng to corporate and individual clients.

Contact: Steve Price | CEO
T.   +27 (11) 771 2322 | F.   +27 (86) 664 4437
E.   steve@bidvestweb.co.za 

Contact: Paul Farinha | 011 269-1613 | FarinhaP@aforbes.com 

Alexander Forbes provides employee benefits services and 
solu�ons to improve the financial well-being of employees and 

employers

Contact Person
Office no
Email

Jaco Wasserfall
+27 21 300 5729
info@benefitcounsellor.com

Retirement benefits counselling made easy via an online platform
and self-service kiosks - automated and fully complaint
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®

EBnet is a unique digital 
re�rement industry 

knowledge portal in Southern 
Africa with the widest digital 

news footprint in the industry.

Chris Brits, CEO  | +27 82 457 1833 
britsc@ebnet.co.za | www.ebnet.co.za

Contact: Virgilio da Silva
+27 11 783 1620
virgiliod@cadiant.co.za

A firm of independent professionals, advising on Re�rement 
Benefits, Healthcare and Investments.

Contact: Brian Rosen, Director | FFA
P   + 27 11 274 5419
F   + 27 86 617 0258 

M + 27 82 338 7109  
E  brianr@ebsphere.com

EBSphere offers an on-line comprehensive 
administra�on system catering for the Employee 

Benefits Industry.

Contact: Ins�tu�onal Business
Office Number: +27 (0) 21 680 2000
Email: cib@corona�on.com

Corona�on is an independent asset manager, inves�ng the 
long-term savings of millions of South Africans and several 

global clients. Contact: Jaco Pretorius, Chief Execu�ve Officer
+27 (0) 11 381 7960
jaco.pretorius@ensimini.com

Real Employee Benefits 
for Real Human Beings

Colourfield Liability Solu�ons provides innova�ve liability-
driven and goals-based investment solu�ons to its clients. 
Our successful track record speaks for itself.

Contact: Costa Economou
+27 (0) 861 007 656
costa@colourfield.co.za
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INVESTMENT CONSULTING
AND TRUSTEE SERVICES

Market leaders in
Ÿ Trustee and member educa�on
Ÿ Independent trustee services
Ÿ Death benefit consul�ng
Ÿ Specialist communica�on

Contact: David Weil, CEO ICTS Group of Companies
+27 82 445 8852 | weild@icts.co.za
www.icts.co.za

Re�rement fund and member level Regula�on 28 and SARB 
compliance repor�ng. All our reports are ISAE3402 audit 

cer�fied. 

Contact: Laven Che�y, CEO
(010) 595 1010
Lche�y@girsa.co.za

Se�ng us apart in the industry:
Ÿ Various levels of tracing
Ÿ Document collec�on services
Ÿ Inves�ga�ve tracing services

Contact: Chris Combrinck, Opera�ons Manager
ICTS Tracing Services
087 702 3800 ext 219 | chrisc@ictstracing.co.za
www.ictstracing.co.za

TRACING SERVICES

Contact: Leanne van Wyk, Director ICTS Legal Services
010 110 8761 | vanwykl@icts.co.za
www.icts.co.za

LEGAL SERVICES

Providing useful services 
backed by outstanding 
exper�se I-Value is an experienced independent firm providing 

corporate governance related services including 
assurance engagements, risk management and 

effec�veness reviews.

Contact: Michael van der Westhuizen CA(SA), Managing Director
083 384 7334
michael@i-value.co.za
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We help you do be�er business 
and achieve superior outcomes 

through happy, financially 
empowered employees.

Contact: Mr Irshaad Bapoo 
Lead Specialist - Commercial Management
011 408 8724 and 072 223 4395
ibapoo@mentenova.co.za

Contact: Danny Streicher, Execu�ve Director
+27 83 414 2451
dstreicher@mentenova.co.za

implemented solu�ons focused on member outcomes

We are an independent asset 
manager research business 
focusing on the South African 
investment management 
industry with specialisa�on in 
transforma�on ini�a�ves.

Contact: Mark Davids, Investment Strategy and Distribu�on
+2783 222 9913
davidsm@motswedi.co.za
www.motswedi.co.za

EMERGING MANAGER STRATEGISTS
MOTSWEDI
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Re�rement fund service excellence.

Contact: 
Neil Savage
Managing Director
neils@robsav.com

Chantelle Pronk
Business Development

chantellep@robsav.com

+27 (0)11 643 4520 
2 Hermitage Terrace, Richmond, Johannesburg, 2092

NieuMan specialises in Re�rement Fund audits and other 
related services. Our leadership team has a wealth of 

knowledge and experience.

Contact: Jaco Nieuwenhuis CA(SA) RA , Audit Partner
+27 82 928 8454

jaco@nieuman.co.za
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Contact: Na�e van Jaarsveld, Actuarial Consultant
C +27 82 498 5560  
T +27 12 643 0222 
www.sng-argen.com

Contact: Kere'shea Govender, Head: Ins�tu�onal Business
kereshea.govender@sasfin.com
Cell: 0836360572
Tel: 0115319216

Sasfin Asset Managers, Bou�que with a brand

Verso Financial Services (Pty) Ltd 
offers comprehensive employee 
benefits consul�ng and re�rement 
fund administra�on services with 
full support to Boards of Trustees 
(including fund secretarial services).

Contact: 

Wynand Breytenbach, Director Consul�ng 

Derek van Wyk, Director Administra�on

+27 21 943 5300

info@verso.co.za

www.verso.co.za

SOUTH AFRICA

Pensions
World 
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